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Cameron Is Too Tough 300 Members Refuse
To Follow Williamson
A Memphis pastor, who left the sale of the church which
here last year to take over the had been debt-free since 1948.
control of the TSSAA. was a pastorate of the Zion Hill Bap- , The members who wanted to
one man gang against Melrose. tist Church in Chicago. h a sl, remain said that new pastor
The 6-8 stringbean dropped in I ended up with a split congre-lwas trying to saddle them
13 of 22 field goal attempts, in- gation. with an $800,000 mortgage.
eluding 14 straight of Cameron' The Rev. E. W. Willismson. When Rev. Williamson a p dlast 18 points. He finished the who pastored the Olivet Bap- his followers departed from theevening with 31 p o i n t s. the
church in the slums, they lode
ed the doors and posted a notice
tiers to balk on him. They want- of the new location.Kingsport, a 45-59 loser to ed to remain in the slum neigh- Then the Rev. A. L. M a cke the consolation p r i z borhood where the church has Gruder, appointed leader of theta 45-59 loser to been for 44 years at 1319 Ash 300. 
in the semifinals, de- land. 
broke a window, opened
the doors and led the reluctantfeated Knoxville Powell 63-54 to However, on Suunday. March ones to the altar for prayer.take the consolation p r i z e. I, Re,. Williamson and the
Melrose advanced to the finals, 
Arivsehr at nwdhitoleoklatthere, the policeNl r
members loyal to him, closedl ar
with a 60-47 thrashing of Pow- up the old church and during a MacGruder into custody. Bondell. march-in during a rain shower. of $1,000 was raised and he was
Melrose was so discouraged with the Rev. Mr. Williamson released
by the awesome defensive work in his colorful robe. marched Now the 300 members a r eWhitehaven, just recently an- of Vaughn that it suffered its 1 the distance to a more modern l prepared to go to court to getTowering Dave Vaughn, who worst shooting of the season.' edifice at 1480 W. 78th Street l their name back and to preventWas handicapped along with his 'The Wildcats, who got 18 and Hand into what had been the. Rev. Williamson and his flockCameron teammates for having ,point efforts from Glenn Palm- . Palmer Memorial Church. from using it.to sit out last season because
The Longview Heights S e v-1 ler and Ed Benton, shot a mis- 1 The Rev. Mr. Williamson had, According to the elders, thei of a controversial TSSAA su-1
enth Day Adventist School Will spension which led to the in-
'erable 27 per cent. The night
'before against Powell Benton when it was learned that he the name. treasury and other
earlier divided the congregation! new congregation is usurping
throughout t he country whc In m king the anneune.xent 
. . . Montgomery to Memphis." present its annual spring . as troduction in the recent state I,threw in 20 and the team hit on. was negotiating with the De- legal accoutrements to which
have contributed thnir fescli- , which traces the work of Dr. 
ionetta on Sunday, April 5,,legislature of a bill to take high:
ties and pnrseonnal to an the - n- -men. of New Daisy l King from 1955 until hi; death Models will 
include kinder-, 54 per cent of its attempts from. partment of Urban Renewal for they are not enetitled.
 .--shil theatres said in 1968, runs two hours and ', garten and grade school stu-
1 The6-8stringbeandr
legislature of a bill to take high 
the field. Benton. who had thrill
- a Pa t:.. 2
S1ARs WORK FOR KING TRIBUTE — From left, Pro-
ducer Ely Landau and film stars Ruby Dee and Paul New-
man conler with director Sidney Lumet in New York City
just prior to filmirog special dramatic reading sequences
for the two-and-a-half-hour motion picture film: "KING:
A Filmed Record — Montgomery to Memphis," scheduled
ta be shown on Tuesday evening, March 24, at 8 p.m, on
King Motion
a one-time only showing hi mere than 1,600 theatres across
the country. Tickets are $5 tax-deductible. Total proceeds
%WI go to the Martin Luther King, Jr., Special Fund which
vial! seek through its program to support Dr. King's pt-in -
"pies espi and ideals of using non-violent methods In the war
on poverty and illiteracy and the struggle for civil and hu-
m in rights for all people.
Picture Tribute
Set For New Daisy And Memphian
The New Daisy and thl
Memphian theatres have join-
ed the more than '.050 theatres
"Evening in Tribute t.) Dr.
Martin Luther Kills!. Jr." on
Tuesday evening. March 24,
1970 as part of a unique
simultaneous one -time-only
"movie-theatre party" in more
than 300 cities throughout the
United States.
Local movie-goers who at-
tend the unprecedented motion
picture event will join an au-
dience of more than one mil-
lion persons who are -.xpected
to contribute upwards of $5
million to help support organi-
zations dedicated t o carrying
out t he work and teachings
of the late civil rights leader.
Tickets for the special per-
the t wo th,:atre: box offi -s. to be done to accomplish that
All seats are V 00 an I are , during the next decade.-
tax deductille.. "KING: A Filmed Reconi
M-'and NI_ n
part cf thi. extra erdinary
effort to )help sepport ore.aii-
iations dedicated to the war
on poverty, illiteracy and
social injustice through non-
violent methods. We believe
that one of the great challenges
of the 70's is to help create




thirty minutes. Specially se-,dents, as well is many adult
lected passages will be per- professionals.
formed in the film by a group, Tickets for the affair may be
fonte, Charlton Heston, Burt .ween the hours of 8 a.m. and i I PSigmas anof stars including Harry Bela- obtained by calling 946-2423 be- pL• Be&
Lancaster, Paul Newman, Sid- 4 p.m.
and Joanne Woodward.





KNOXVILLE — Led by an
overpowering 6-8 junior w h o
played varsity basketball f o r
the first time this sea so n,
Nashville Cameron dashed the
state championship aspirations
of Melrose by beating the Gold-
en Wildcats from West Ten-
nessee 62-52 for the TSSAA title
before about 8,000 in Stokely
Athletic Center on the Univer-
sity of Tennessee campus last
Melrose, a third place finishe
in the state last year, had hop-
ed it could bag the big trophy
and become the first Memphis
team to win the TSSAA meet
in its 46 years of operation.
tourney's biggest single game
output.
that one of the great challenges 
Victim Was Top
of the 70's is to help create
an atmosphere of greater • •
men in these United States 
Rights Organizer1 Civil understanding be tween all 
and we are haopy that our
violent methods. We believe Bomb
where a several civil rights
formance go on sale terinv at small par in e w Student Nonviolent Coordinat- groups were preparing students
ing Committee, who was killed to enter Mississippi for a sum-
along with William H. Payne of inter project.
Ralph E. Featherstone, 31- pist to go to Oxford. 0 h i o,
organizatioI can play some
• ; 
year-old former official of the
12 Girls Seeking Title
Of 'Aquarian Goddess
,
The Age of Aquarius is the r The lint four students to en-
theme of the Southside H i g le ter the contest are Jewel Graf-
School PTA's spring project to' ton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
be staged on April 12. Judge Grafton; Shirley Fields,
Twelve of the school's most daughter of Mrs. Chambers
outstanding young women will Robinson; Sandra Walker,
be spotlighted for the month daughter of Mr. an d M r s.
leading up to the date, and one Charles Walker. and Portia






Atlanta on Monday, March 9,
near Bel Air, Md., was consid-
ered one of the best organizers
in the civil rights movement
while the voter registration was
being carried out in Mississippi
during the early nineteen-
sixties.
Mr. Featherstone. who was ini
Memphis during the struggle,
was killed when a bomb ex-
ploded on the passenger side
of a car he had borrowed to
drive to the scene of trial of
H. Rap Brown.
Funeral services f o r Mr.
Brown were held in Washing- 1
ton, D.C., last Saturday, and his
body was draped in an African
robe. It was to be cremated
later and his ashes carried to
Africi, according to a news re-
port.
It was for his work in Missis-
sippi that Mr. Featherstone
gained attention as an orgagiz-
er. He left Washington, D.C.,
and a career as a speech thera-
The Southwestern Regional
Conference of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc. will be held
in Memphis March 27 thru 29,
with graduate chapter Tau
Iota Sigma Chapter, and iinder
graduate chapters, Beta Zeta
of L e Moyne College and
Delta Nu of Memphis State
University as hosts. Head-
quarters and all business ees-
sions of t he conference will
be at the Sheraton-Peabody
Hotel.
The first general session is
scheduled for Friday after-
noon March 27 with District
Director Ulysses McPherson.
presiding the appointment of
committees after the prelimi-
nary welcoming I program and
greetings from various groups
and individuals.
Saturday's sessions call for
a workshop at 9 am vitt) dis-
cussions centered around the
subject, "The Effects of Inte-
gration o n Black Fraternity
Life." The afternoon session
will deal with problems con-
fronting new and reactivated
chapters; Bigger and Better
Business Forum, with speak-
ers discussing banking, in-
surance and other business
areas. The final session will
concern c o m mitee reports
and election of officers.
Several entertainment
events are scheduled for the
delegates and visitors during
the conference, including a
— motor tour of Memphis, a Get
Helping Needy Children 
the Sigma Shadows (wives of
Acquainted Dinner courtesy of
Sigma Men) Pan Hellenic
Cocktails and A 11-Campus
Dance in the Continental Ball-
• • room opening night.Brings Catholic Award Some Saturday's events will
include a Hospiitality Breakfast
7.30 Courtesy of Zeta PhiMrs. Fred Dreifus, wife of a Bishop J. 9runini. D. D.. of thel •Beta Sorority, Sigma ShadowsMemphis jeweler, will receive dioceee of Natchez-Jackson,
the 1970 Memphis Catholic Hu- Miss. Luncheon for 
visiting wives
man Relations Award during a
banquet in the West Hall of
Ellis Auditorium this Satur-
day evening at 7 p.m. for h e r
work with the Fund for Needy
Children.




and almost single-handed- State Representative James
I. Taylor, District 5, will con-
somehow they be /ed. What she To share Home tinue to work with the poor peo-has done for Memphis, not only U pie in the community since his
in terms of helping children, return from Capitol Hill three
but also in helping to awaken weeks ago.
the conscience of all of us, can- He said that he accomplished
not even be estimated." much for the poor people and
The banquet will be preced-
ed at 6 p.m. with the annual
Brotherhood Mass in the Audi-
torium Music Hall with Bishop
Joseph A. Durick of Nashville
using the new liturgy for the
first time. Giving a homily at
the mass will be Dr. James
Wax, rabbi of Temple Israel.
The banquet speaker will be
Tickets for the banquet are
$4.00 each and may be ordered
by calling either Mrs. Marcia
Cantrell at 682-4550 or M r s.
Mary K Tolleson at 458-5794.
and friends, the Sigma Re-
cognition Banquet and the
ly went out to demand that
He arrived in Philadelphia.
Miss., in June 1964, the week
that the three civil rights work-
ers, Andrew Goodman. James
Chaney and Michael Schwern-
er disappeared only to be found
murdered six weeks, and was
put in charge of the Freedom
Force, t he project's teaching
cadre.
One of his last projects in
Mississippi was the establish-
ment of a carfish farm cooper-
ative at West Pint, Miss., in
the summer of 1969.
Among t hose attending his
funeral in the Steward Funeral
Home is Washington, D.C., last
Saturday were John Lewis,
first chairman of SNCC; State
Representative Julian Bond of
Georgia, James Forman, Mar-
ion Barry, Cleveland Sellers,
and Mrs. Lillie Jones of Nesho-
ba, County, Miss., with whom
he lived while working in that
section of Mississippi.
Whites were excluded from
the service.
school athletics from under the
Woman Invited
An elderly woman is seeking
a settled, employed woman to
share her home, and in Addi-
tion to a place to stay she will
provide her with free meals for
her presence at night. a
The person will not be expect-
ed to do housekeeping or
nursing The home is located
in a good neighborhood on a
good bus line.
For more information, call
458-7162.
Taylor Finding
that he will now seek more em-
ployment for them in various
occupations
He said the bulk of the unem-
ployed are the young people.
The Citizens Democratic Coun-
cil, of which Rep. Taylor, is
chairman and Mrs. Annie Red-
mon secretary, will co-ordinate
the project.
tist Church here near Third and
Calhoun, had some 300 m e m-
YMCA Begins A Drive
For Regional Confab For 500 Memberships
Grand Orchid Ball at eit- Sky,
I way Ballroom.More than a hurvirel dele-
gates and visitors are expected
inclueing reureeentotiv.s: from
all the eh pters in the
Kansa: City. Nlo.„N
Oklahoin a City . St. Louis.
Pine Bluff. .Ark.. Little flock,
Ark, Jackson. Tenn., Laie.:aton.
Okla., East St. Louis, Ili.,
and Jefferson City, Mo.
By PERRY 0. WITHERS
Offering an impressive list of
facilities and activities the Abe
Scharff Branch of the Young
Men's Christian Association
moves in.o 1970 with a member-
ship goal of 500.
The thirty-two year old
branch of the YMCA located
on the corner of Lauderdale and
Linden at 254 Lauderdale has
a budgetary requirement of
BULLET II9LES — Mysterious bullet holes
that have appeared in the Tri-State Helen-
Jo. Louis P00%
Penny bur Arre*t
AFTER LAST ARREST — Joe Louis Peel',
24-year-old suspect in a raping incident is
seen here in the prison ward of John Gaston
Hospital with his head swollen in a grotes•
$6,200 this year that must be
raised through the sale of par-
ticipating and nonparticipating
memberships.
A portion of t h e operating
fund is contributed by the Shel-
by United Neighbors, another
porti.m is acquired through the
renting of dormitory rooms,
and the remainder must be




el.'s front office plate glass window recent-
ly at 124 E. Calhoun Avenue.
'VW
nue manner. Said to be recovering, his bend
has been raised from $2.500 to 5541,•00. He
iv as shot twice and beaten before he was
taken to jail.
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NATIONAL
"By Diggs Datrooet
Distributed 11 Sengstaeke Newspapers
ern. said Negroes had been victims of "saallgnant
neglect" far too long to impose a benign approach.
Moynihan, a former labor dept. expert, ran into trou- TEA TIME TALK: Those black editors visited
We when he appeared before the black publishers Israel last year have been called on to speak through-
last spring. Addressing the NNPA's governmental af- out their neighborhoods. The Anti-Defamation League
Lairs committee, Pat who rolls his Irish-b r o ga d in Baltimore 
printed up handsome invitations a n
words around as if he has a mouth filled with hot 
had a gilt-edge dinner for the Afro's John Murphy,
marbles, was challenged by E. Washington Rhodes 
complete to cocktails, and all . . . John Sengstacke,
' the newspaper chain owner was in town last week
iolatile publisher of the Philadelphia Tribune. W h o with dinner at the Wbite MOM for loP People wftk
after two inquiries of the Nixon aide, sputtered, "Hell, the NAB program . . . There is new movement inside
OMR. I can't understand a word you're saying." the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
Chairman Bill Brown, smarting under mounting eriti-
RAPPING AWHILE: The fiasco at Lamar. South cism that he has bogged dow
n the agency. is eon-
Carolina has done more than anything else to put the templati
ng moves to beef up the operation. Brown
Nixon Administration on the spot about its racia i 
had many on his side when he arrived from Phila-
posture. While the liberals recognize a decided 
slow-delpbia. Be has lost most . . . Democrats chuckling
over the final acceptance of Larry O'Brien to head
ing down of the pace of racial progress. middle of the4he DNC shouldn't be too jubilant. They still need a l
roaders have viewed the Nixon strategy much like candidate. Don't count out Ed Kennedy and HHH is i
the sand hidden head of the ostrich. When 200 angry flexing his muscles all over the lot.
whites, men and women, set upon the buses and at-
tacked law enforcement officers and helpless black
children, alike, the responsibility of the administra-
tion loomed into being. Vice President Agnew. who
has been stirring the pot of' Silent Discontent. was
called upon to condemn the action. While Agnew's re-
sponse was delayed by only two days. it was forth-
right. Yet, the guessers here feel that the President
will undoubtedly be drawn into the fray before the
issue is finally settled. Especially since George Wal-
lace has filed for governor in Alabama as a power
base for national attention. Remember you read it
here.
RIGHT ON: Rep. John Coners, who issued the
eloquent statement on Lester Maddox's ax-handle
nanigans, has put his Michigan colleague on t b e
spot with his challenge of Sen. Robert Griffin's sup-
port of Judge Carswell . . . Sammy Davis. Jr.. has
gone overseas and will be out of the country for
about a month . . . The Labor Dept. racked up an-
other plus with Negro jobs and building trade unions
with a consent decree in New York federal court.
The decree opens the door for the immediate employ-
ment of 25 black workers to serve as apprentices. Of
its 1600 members, the union had only four nonwhites
prior to the.order . . . Atlanta is having its prob-
lems where its radio and television stations are
cerned. The Community Coalition on Broadcasting
representing 24 black organizations has challenged
all 25 of the Georgia city's radio and television sta-
tions. The challenge is on racial lines and the FCC
has held up the licensing of all because of it.
director of the women's bureau of the Dept. of Labor,
hi, one low are 
avter and well ventil ted in sum -
TOP STUFF: Top leaders are spearheading leouatesed the Cameron align- into making 20 turnovers andrms. Two diving boards one I Ca 1111 eron
other campaign to get Home Ruie for the Distriet. ghidtable forl 
meet by working the ball to got beat as deeisely. Harold
diving enthusia0a. i Pabner in the middle and hay- Corlew was Cameron b e a t
In previous years the local citizenry has threatensd, comaard Frans Page I ins him to quickly release the shooter but this was Vaughn's
For th ose deshring general l ball to free men on the sides. might sad what a night it was
boycotted and demonstrated for the vote. To date, recreation there is a f 1 o o roil flats with as uneallnY deg The strategy got Melrose better for a yesseg man who will be
• I Miurfrc e -boro and Powell, 
thooffag 
s didn'lthe only thing the residents have is a say i
n the presi- shuffle board game, two DOo shots but after the 'Cats rallied amid to hdissidate teams for
dential elections. The mayor and District Council are tables-,b tisaidas aqtapraent and a i score is the second half against it









iCoseis Rennie Lawson's Panth-




was among the select four women joining Pat Nixon mniFtif-ed 
in the receiving line when the First Lady entertained ty instructors. Tentative hours
•
WASHINGTON —Daniel Patrick Moynihan, the 300 members of the National Council of Jewish Worn-
liberal-in-residence at the White House never fails to en at the White House last week ... Clar ence
keep the eootroversjoi poi boiling. Pat, who viewOlitichell mobilized those hundreds of NAACP s t a 1-
himself as a put upon good guy will be explainisic'warts in Washington to buttonhole individual legisla-
his "benign neglect" statement as long as he wggItors on the Voting Rgihts Bill. Clarence reached for
explaining his earlier blooper about the black fami-I this extra support after he clashed openly with Sen.
lies. Moynihan lifted the expression from an ancient Sam Erwin, N.C. Democrat over the measure. It
Canadian writing and he has been eating it e v e r looked like days of old when black lobbyists descended
since. Whitney Young, the mildest of the rights Italy on the Hill to back 
certain measures. It was a far
'cry from the recent days of having to "do a thing"





Program No. 415 March 15.
'"LET'S STOP LABELING
YOUNG PEOPLE"
This Christian Science radio series
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Hair Coloring won't rub 
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Or me 5 natural shades:Browe
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Where you see it all
To Help Consumers
Jesse Epps. special assistant ;
to the International President
of the American Federal
State County Municipal Ern':
plo)ees union. waas the speaker
at the opening ceremonies o
a three week consumer educa..
tion course called PROJECT
KET which began on Monday
March 16, at the PATTERSON'
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVE-
LOPMENT CENTER - 4911
Sanderlin Road.
Although inadequate income
and low educational levels
are readily recognized causesi
of poverty, lack of knowledgel
and information about the;
various programs to help
disadvantaged citizens also
contribute to the problem.
The agenda for PROJECT
KET emphasizes the impor-
tance of good nutrition, meal'
planning, food buying, and
stretching the consumer dol-
lar. It also stresses the limit-
ed-income person's market-
place and his consumer pat-
terns, b u d geting, self-help
cooperatives, consumer coun-
seling. and skills in communi-
cation.
Participants. who are cho-
sen because of their commu-
nity activities, are expected
to return to their neighbor-
hoods and pass along the
knowledge and information
they have gained.
Beginning March 21, swim-
lessons
Red Crass
are 12 noon to 3 pm Monday,wedmeiday andFridays and pinched by the winsmou auld if vantage of i.ne losers frustra-
Z they managed to elude that ams as 9°°11111 wait 4111nose to pin Saturdays. More l
h is
time will be devoted to the pro-I ti-an Vaughn was waiting 10 Ise°ring tear- 11°11‘lie 
went 19
gram during the Summer after
the close of school. The full
course is taught at a cost of
unsg per person for nonmem-
bers; for Abe Scharff Branch
members there is no charge
For the housewife who finds
herself slowly picking up un-
wanted pounds and for the of-
fice worker whose desk bound
routine deprives him, or her of
badly needed exercise, the Abe
Scharff Branch has tailored a
new program in slimnastics.
Sessions held . daily from 6:30
to 8:30 pm are directed by Miss
Barksdale and Miss Brown.
Membership at the Abe
Scharff YMCA can Ile either
participating or nonparticipat-
ing. For those who want to
take part in the programs of-
fered and use the many facili-
ties membership costs area
children 7-12, $7.00 a year; teen-
ager, $10.00 and adults $15.00.
For persons who simply want
to see the excellent work of the
YMCA continued and at the
same time provide membership
In mine of the communities un-
der priviledged children there
is nonparticipating membership
in the form of sustained mem-
bership at a cost of $25 and the
Century Club at a east of $100.
Members of the Century Club
receive a Oars* with a
place where each year's con-
tribution is recorded.
WOPC Sponsors Course was chartered in 1938. It wasThis branch of the YMCA
' first located at 816 Mississippi
Blvd. in UM Abe Scharff
bought the present site and do-
nated it to the "Y". Construc-
tion began in 1950; the building
was occupied in 1951.
The Abe Scharff is governed
by a board of directors with
twenty-four members including
three ladies. So as the chief
executive, Milton Thomas says
"the YMCA is not strickly a
male organization but some-
thing for all interested mem-
bers of the community. He says
that the YMCA should be a
family affair.
PROJECT M 0 N E YWISE-
BREADBASKET is funded
by the Emergency Food Pro-
gram.Office of Economic'
Opportunity, and conducted i
Credit Unions. In the Mom-
plus area, the program is spon-
sored by the War on Povertyi
Committee.
YMCA
perature outside UT's f i e 1 d-
under the basket in its unor-.house. From just inside five
thodox 1-2-1-1 defense. !minutes to play and 1:18 left it
The middle appeared to be aPPeared.
a ble. Cam
Melrose was shooting
open but Melrose was being at thim eron took ad-
block those who dared to pew- for 411° from the or.
Irate the basket area. After Coach Sails was at MI5 try-
Cameros took an intermissios big to explain what happen to
lead of 11-36 Coach Verties Sails his team which forced Cameros
The all tournament team was
beaded by Vaughn who was a
shoo in for the Most Valuable
Player Award. Others includ-
'ed . Benton and James Thomp-
San of Melon*, Cameron's
Freddie Lewis and Corle w.
Powell's Mae Ova, Kingaport'
Doug Jolley. and Jerry Tbpeap-
sok Murfreesboro's Leo ear-
tin and Chattanooga Riverside's
Eddie Wood.
Coupons Redeemable
at all Loeb Drivel-1ns!
••••, 
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Continued From Page 1
branch memberships.
When one takes a look at
drink is a drink
what the Abe Scharff Branch
'has to offer. it is easy to see
that there are many advantages
to being a member of t h e
YMCA. 
At the Abe Scharff Branch
there is a regulation size 
furn
gym-




shed with a full sized tram-
poline, a side horse, a set of
horizontal bars, a set of parallel
bars, flying rings, all the stan-
dard gymnastic equipment.
There is a well equipped exer-
cise room with 800 pounds of
weights, two bicycle exercisers,
a belt vibrator machine, a set
of wall pulleys and two speed
bag for boxing practice.
There is also an indoor swim-
ming pool available for year-





Laugh along with Bill Cosby Sunday nights
at 7:30, and with Diahann Carroll as
"Julia" on Tuesday nights at 7:30. Our
own Art Gilliam reports the news Saturday
evenings at 6 and 10 P.M., and on Channel
5 newscasts throughout the week he
reports stories of special interest to the
black community.
necessarily so.
The people who know Seagram's
7 Crown think their whiskey is quite
different from the rest.
Smoother. Lighter. Better to serve
friends.
Quality, through and through.
Their findings have made
7 Crown the best-liked brand of
whiskey in the whole world.
That's got to be superior.
Say Seagram's and
Be Sure.
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PTA LIFE MEMBER — Charles J. Patterson, second from
right, was given a Life Membership in the PTA when he ap-
peared recently as speaker for the Kansas Elementary
S, hoot PTA Founders' Day program, at which he was guest
speaker, and he is seen here with other participants. From
DEFENDER
left are Mrs. Ida Neil, PTA president: the Rev. J.L. Netters,
councilman and pastor of the Mt. Vernon Baptist Church;
Mrs. Fannie Clark, program chairman; Mr. Patterson and
Mrs. Louis Larry, principal. (Withers Photo
Founders Remembered By Kansas School
The beautifully decorated
cafetorium of the Kansas
Elementary School was
the recent setting for the annual
PTA Founders' Day program.
The guest speaker w a s
Charles J. Patterson, Jr., a
former principal of the school
who is presently director of
Race Relations for the Memphis
Board of Education.
Following his address, Mr.i
Patterson was presented a Life I
Membership PTA Pin by Mrs.
Fannie Clark, chairman of the
program and a teacher at the
Kansas School.
A number of guests were pres-
ent for the occasion and in-
cluded the Rev. L. S. Biles,
pastor of Bloomfield Baptist
Church; the Rev. J. L. Netters,
pastor of Mt. Vernon Baptist
Church and member of the
City Council representing Dis-
trict Six.
Also Atty. George H. Brown,
Jr., deputy director of the
Memphis Board of Education;
James Barber, former principal
of the school and the present
principal of Cypress Junior
High School. William Sweet,
former principal of the school
and presently the principal of
Riverview Junior High School.
Other guests were Mrs. Ber-
tha Wilbert, president of the
Wisconsin School PTA: Mrs.
Cora Bilbrew, principal of the
Riverview Junior High School
PTA; Mrs. Margaret Turner,
former president of the Carver
High School PTA; Mrs. Ernes-
tine Clark, former president of
the Riverview Elementary
School PTA: and Mrs. Julia
Clay, Mrs. Bessie Lawson and
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For lndiriduak And Groups
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He con be of
you on financ
Buy on Amer
(If lie can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
of the outstandingoutomobile salesmen
is area. Naturally, he's at Union Ch•v-
Groot is ready to show you on outstand-
of fine new and used cars and trucks.
great help in assisting and advising
ing. See Tommy Grant... Make a No.
ice's No. 1 Car -- Chevrolet at Union.
2201) tAMAII
3611
Mrs. Mary Baker, all past Singers and the
presidents of the Kansas School Chorus.
PTA. A reception was held
Music for the program was mediately following the
sung by the Sanctuary Choir ofigram•
the Oak Grove Baptist Church, Mrs. Ida Neil is president of
ot which the Rev. J.E. Clark is the Kansas PTA. and Mrs. Lois






NASHVILLE — Zeta Chapter ,
of Sigma Rho Sigma, social
and behavorial honor society
at Tennessee State University
inducted 19 new members last
week.
The ceremony was conduct-
ed in the Tennessee Room
of the Student Union. Officiat-
ing were Michael M. Edwards,
chapter president; Otto Tay-
lor, vice president; Miss
Denise McCullough, secretary,
and Edward Morgan, treasur-
er. Assisting were Miss Lois
C. McDougald and Mrs. Doro-
thy Stephens, faculty advisers.
New members are Seigrid
Buchanan, Griff Watson, and
Misses Brenda Lillard, Joyce
Nix, Evelyn Watson, and
Norma Yeargin of Nashville;
Arden Chatham, Idabel, Okla;
Robert Hund, Annapolis, Md.,
Arthur Jones, Bessemer, Ala.;
Lemon Jones, Millington; Frank
Seales, Daytona Beach, Fla.;
Don Taylor, Cleveland, Ohio;
and Misses Patricia Edsell,
Chattanooga; Lovia Frontier,
Lebanon; Emma J. Gray,
Blytheville, A r k. ; Sharon
Green, Moss Point, Miss.; Shir-
ley Herrod, Memphis; Emma




The South Memphis District
Missionary Institute" of the
AME Church met on Monday,
March 9, at the Providence
AME Church with the presi-
dent, Mrs. M. R. Todd, presid-
ing.
Devotion w as led by Mrs.
Sarah Walker and the lesson
School was taught by Mrs. Connie
Turner. Mrs. Eula Fisher
im-1 taught parliamentary usages.
pro- The next meeting will be












do something about it
starting April 6th!
• .. at the Joint University Center (the recent
merger of the U-T Downtown Memphis Center
and . Memphis State's Downtown .Evenina
School). Spring Quarter. begins week of Apr.I
6 with dozens of new courses, and many reg..
ular courses beginning anew. Each taught by
a competent, highly experienced instructor.
Most classes meet one evening a week for ten
tweaks. The majority of courses carry full col-
lege credit (3 hrs.) Classes are held at the.
Center's headquarters, corner of Madison and
Second . . . and several at the Center's
branches in Frayser and Whitehaven.







































































































































































How to Shoe the Horse



















































It's easy to enroll!
Call (525-7258), visit, or write For
your free descriptive catalog of
Spring courses. Registration will
be held Monday and Tuesday,
March 30 and 31, front 5:30 p.m.
to 8:30 p.m., at the Joint Universi-
ty Center, 127 Madison Ave.
Whitehaven registration- 5:30-8:30
p.m., March 30. Frayser registra-





DOWNTOWN *Hies said classes: 127 Moths*.
FRAY1111 dogma fopyser Nigh School
WNITINAVIN 'lessee: Whiteheven High Scheer
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Women's Connectional
Council Held At Lane
The executive Board of the
Woman's Connectional Council.
held the 3rd annual session of
the 6th Quadrennium at Jack-
son, Tenn , Lane College on
Feb 21. 28th.
( in Find a s , the executive
session preceded the annual
woman's banquet at 7:00 p.m.
in t he Lane College Student
Center.
During the banquet, greet-
ings were brought by,




No. 2506 Deadrick Avenue on Corner Cella
Street in Orange Mound Section between
Airways .and Pendleton. Has seating capacity
of 225 plus Choir Space and other rooms,
Heated and air-conditioned, Will Sell with or
with- our furnishings.
Call or see Mr. Joe Poplar
324-8126,
or
the Minister, Rev. McGee. 743-6134
of Lane College, the site beingifroso her district was crowned
the mecca of the Christianlqueen. Mrs. Elias introduced
Methodist Church where t h e each contestant. Mrs Clotidle
Church was organized. T h el Smith of Los Angeles, pre-
host Bishop B. Julian Smith tented to the winner a trophy
of the First Episcopal District and Mrs. Henry C. Bunton
was presented by the patron stood in for Bishop Henry C.
bishop of the Woman's Coun- Bunton of Washington, D. C. •
cil, Bishop Bertram Doyle. of
Nashville, Lane College choral
choir rendered two selections.
The featured speaker for the
banquet was Mrs. Margaret
'Shannon, president of the Na-
tional Church Women United
of New York City. Mrs. Shan-
non spoke on "Keeping Christ
Alive." She closed by saying
"Changes must be made and,
brought about through faith."!
Mrs. John Grant, editor of thel
missionary messenger, intro-
duced Mrs. Shannon.
The woman's Council honor-
ed a woman from each Epis-
copal district and the one who








In crowning queen Lillie
Jackson of the third Episcopal
District of which Bishop Claude
Allen is presiding bishop.
$4,200 was given in scholar-
ships during the year of 1969
by the women.
Theme of the board meeting
was: "Seeking Christ as the
hope for this decade 1966-70."!
The women concluded their,
business session on Saturday
and our patron Bishop Bertram
Doyle gave the noon hour
sermon, preaching on "The
Jesus at Galilee," the omnipo-
tent, omnisient and omnipre-
sent. Mrs. Phyllis Bedror,
of Youngstown, Ohio is presi-
dent, Mrs. Alice Little of
Tueplo, Miss., vice president:
President Emeritus, Mrs. E. W.
Harris of Greenville, Texas,
Mrs. Mattie Suttles, Memphis,
Tenn.. r e cording secretary
Mrs. Cora Carnes, correspon-
dence secretary, Detroit; and
Mrs. E. L. Thomas, treasurer
of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
and Mrs. Raychelle L. Car-



























for a thousand household uses!
CLIP THESE COUPONS FOR EXTRA
SAVINGS...WHILE QUANTITIES LAST.
say "charge it"




Compare at 39E ea.
Extra large kitchen towels!
80 towels per roll. Extra sturdy --
super absorbent for those quick
kitchen cleanups. Assorted colors.
STATIONERY DEPT.







Soft like cloth! 160 napkins per
package, size 13x13". Soft & extra
strong! Pretty enough for any table.
Assorted colors.
STATIONERY DEPT.






Compare at 49e ea.
Package of 4 rolls of soft, absorbent
bathroom tissue. 650 sheets per roll.
In white only.
STATIONERY DEPT.
Limit 4 per customer,
good 3/21 only.





r I 5100 Park Avis, 1131 So. Third St. 37111 Jackson Aro.





The women of St. John Bap-
tist Church, 644 VanCe ave.
will climax a month long series
of activities Sunday, March
22, at 3 p.m. Mrs. Bernice
Pleasure, wife of Rev. Mose
Pleasure, will speak. The
theme is "Christian Women
Witnessing for Christ."
Mrs. Pleasure is a graduate
of Miles Memorial College
in Birmingham, Ala. She
has done advanced work at
Atlanta, Ga. and the Univer-
sity of Tennessee. She taught
in the public school system
of Darien, Ga. and Gramb-
ling College, La.
Mrs. Pleasure is currently
employed by the Memphis
Board of Education as an in-
structor in the English depart-
ment at East High School.
The public is invited to the
services.
A reception will follow
the afternoon service. The




I An Appreciation Tea honor-
ing the well-known religious
disc jockey of Radio Station
WDIA, Ford Nelson, will be
held at the Wonder Bread
Hostess Room at 380 Monroe
on Wednesday night, March
25, at 7 p.m.
The guest speaker will be
the Rev. Dr. W. Herbert
Brewster, pastor of East
Trigg Baptist Church. Noah T h e St
ate Employment Development and Training Act The Bur
Bond will be the master of :Security Department has been, Emplo
yment Security ha s
been administering institutional
training programs for the un-
skilled unemployed and under-
employed since the inception
employed since the inception
of minp3wer training pro-
grams in 1962, Mrs. Burson
said. She pointed out that on-the
job training will afford the
agency an opportunity t3 pro-i
vide more realistic services
for the disadvantaged.
Occupational classes in an
institutional setting may now
be coupled with in-plant in.
struction to give the disadvant-
aged additional training and ex-
perience in actual on-the-job I
I situations, she explained.
The on-the-job training, she
said, will complement the in-
dustrial training now being
provided in business and in-
dustry by employers participa-
ting in efforts of the National
Alliance of Businessmen to pro-
vide job opportunities in the
business sector for the hard- men s Day
core disadvantaged.
ceremonies. The public is in-
vited. 
John Jordan is in
charge of the program. Mrs.
Lillie Mae Evans is chairman
and Mrs. Maggie Wiggins co-
chairman.
'given new manpower training
responsibilies, Commissioner
1Mrs. Leo R. Burson said this
week in announcing that the de-
partment will administer on-the-
job training financed under pro-
'visions of the federal Manpower
PERFECT RECORD — The East Side High
Junior Varsity posted a 19-0 record for the
basketball season, and the team has aver-
aged 52.7 points per game and a defensive
mark of 28.6. In the starting line•up were
guards L.Q. Johnson and Larry Coleman,
center James Woods, and forwards Jesse
Woods and Archie Martin. The Junior Var-
sity's best Same was am 82-p oint per-
formance against the Melvia Cathey Junior
Varsity of Senatobia, Miss. Kneeling from
left are Curtis runstall, Willie Hill, Adel!
Kizer, Willie Hilliard, 011ie B. Williams,
Matthew Williams and Marvin Edwards. Os
back row, same order, are Coach Charles
Bibbs, James Mack, Larry Coleman, James
Woods, Archie Martin, Jesse Woods, L.Q.
Johnson, Earnest Taylor, L.C. Cooks and
Raymond Moore, team manager.
Employment Security 'Ministers' Wives
To Administer Training Have Meeting At
bidges
The Ministers' Wives Mis-
sionary Society held its Febr-
uary meeting at the home of
Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Burbidge
fo 323 E. McLemore, and the
topic discusses was "Witnes-
ing For Christ, A World-Wide
Responsibility."
It was taught by the Mrs.
Burbidge, and Mrs. U. Bailey
explained the purpose of the
society to the new members.
Hosts for the next meeting
will be the Rev. and Mrs.
E. NIcGrudder of 2022 Ben-
ford st.
Officers of the society are
Mrs. L. Gaythoes, president:
Mrs. A. B. Triplett, vice presi-
dent; Mrs. D. B. Burbidge,
secretary; Mrs. E. McGrud-
der, assistant secretary; Mrs.
W. L. Fox, treasurer; Mrs.
R. Williams. chaplain; Mrs.
H. Brown, assistant chaplain,
and Mrs. F. Johnson, contact.
Other -members are Mrs.
J. K. Picken, Mrs. E. Bailey,
Mrs. C. H. Bryant. Mrs. E.
Johnson and Mrs, L. Bell,
MetropolitanAt the same time, Mrs. Bur-
son said that William L, Jones The P,:‘ B J Caldwell,
has been designated manonwer pastor of Monumental Baptist
training coordinator on-the-job (..hurc.i. Chi.ttanooga, Tenn.
training. He will work with will be the guest speaker,
employers in negotiating OJT i Sunday, March 22, at 3 p.m.
contracts and with John B. Cor-, at Metropolitan Baptist Church.
ban, who will continue to super- The Church is located at 767
,vise institutional training pro-' Walker Ave. at McDowell
grams, she said. St.
The Youth Choir a ill pro-Mr. Jones has been directing, .vide music. The theme for
the Employment Security Dc-the month is "To Serve This
partment's f a r m placement
services. He holds BS degree in
business administration from
the University of Tennessee and
with the State Department of
Public Welfare before taking
the farm placement post early
in 1968. The Navy veteran is a
native of Hopkinsville. Ky., and
a graduate of Bristol Hi gh
School.
Local Employment Security
offices will recruit, screen, se-
lect and refer applicants to
both OJT and institutional
training programs, Mrs. Burson
added.
Long Distance FeEowship
is telling your Mom and Dad
you love 'em. .leet In Progress
At Jones-Story
Dial a lovin' phone callTonight
Direct distance dialing is simple.
• Just dial "1"
The area code if different from your own.
Then the number.
Of, if you don't know the number, you can get it
in a hurry for no extra charge—simply dial "1,"
the area code if different from your own, and
then dial 555-1212. That's all there is to it.
IQ)
South Central Bell
The pastor and members of
Jones-Story CME Church are
conducting a " F e llowship
Meeting" beginning March.
16th-20th. There will be a
guest speaker each night, and
include Monday night, Pre-
siding E 1 der William E.
Stone, Tuesday night, Rev.
0. B. Boothe, Stinson Chapel;
Wednesday night, Rev. Wil-
liam Lowe, Smothers Chapel;
Thursday night, Rev. J. D.
Atwater, G r eenwood CME
Church; and Friday night,
Rev. W. H. Quinn, Bethel
Baptist Church. Alternates
are Rev. D. S. Cunningham
and Rev. J. E. Honeysucker.
The public is invited.
Rev. James Dennis, acting,
pastor, Bishop B. Julian Smith,
presiding bishop.
Present Age." The Rev. S. A.
Owen is the pastor and Miles
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Memphians Attend USO
Confab On West Coast
Miss Anita Walker and Miss
Carole Hipps represented the
Memphis USO at the 3rd Annual
National USO Junior Volunteer
Conference which was held at
the Beverly Hilton Hotel in Los
Angeles March 11 - 13, announc-
ed Mrs. Joseph 0. Butcher,
National J u n ior Volunteer
Coordinator.
"To Share To Live" was the
theme of the conference which
is being held in connection with
the USO National Council Meet-
ing. Over 102 delegates from
across the nation participated
in discussion groups and
workshops, one of which was
led by George Heinemann,
vice president, NBC-TV.
Miss Leafy Wilson, singer-
guitarist, gave a first-hand
report of her recent Pacific
Hospital tour which was spon-
Overseas Wives
Meet Thursday
The Overseas Wives Club
will meet this Thursday,
March 19, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Red Cross Building at 1400
Central.
A film on rest and recrea-
tion in Hawaii will be pre-
sented by American Airlines.
sored by the USO-Hollywood
Overseas Committee. She is an
active USO Junior Volunteer
from West Covina, California.
During the three day gather-
ing, Junior Volunteers attended
the opening session of the USO
National Council during' which
George W. Romney, Secretary
of the U.S. Dept. of Housing and
Urban Development, gave the
keynote speech.
They were also guests at a
banquet on March 12th designed
as "USO's Salute to the En-
tertainment World." For the
first time, the "USO Board of
Governors Distinguished Service
Award" was presented t o
each of the organizations who
have contributed regularly to
the USO 'Shows Program.
The "Toastmaster General"
himself, George Jesse!, head-
lined the program featuring en-
tertainment by Les Brown and
His Band of Renown, Linda
Michele, the North Door Singers
and the 15th Air Force Band.
Among the celebrities attending
the banquet were Nancy Sinatra,
Rock Hudson, Martha Raye,
Hugh O'Brian, Ed Begley,
Ricardo Montelban, Sebastian
Cabot, Johnny Grant, and Diane
McBain.
The USO Junior Volunteer
Conference closed with a for-
The club meets on the first mal military ball on Friday,
and third Thursdays of each March 1t3h. The following day
they were hosted at informal
gatherings and sightseeing tours
sponsored by the California
USO Junior Volunteers.
month, and all wives with
trusbands stationed overseas
in the military are invited.
For more information con-
- -- - - —
ANITA WALKER
CAROLE HIPPS
Show Business Elite 1 Church Takes
Help with King Film Top Honors
One of the most distinguished unique collaboration with the At Federation
groups of show business elite motion picture industry, which
ever to join forces in a single ' is contributing seats for one mil-
motion picture project has been lion patrons in fully ataffed
assembled to donate their theatres across the country
talents to the production of for the single performance.
"King: A Filmed Record . . The film, which traces the
Montgomery to Memphis" — work of Dr. King from 1955
which is expected to raise 85,-, until his death in 1968, is a per-
000,000 for the lit artin Luther i sonal project of motion picture
King, Jr. Special Fund in' an
unprecedehted single night ex-
hibition in 1,000 theatres in
300 cities across the country compensation.
—according to producer Ely Working closely with Mr.
Landau, who conceived and or- Landau on the production of
gentled the event, the film was Richard Kaplan,
The group of stars that per- associate producer. Coleridge Temperance Orations — Mau-
form specially selected pas- Perkinson did the music and rice Perkins, a senior at Mit-
sages in the film includes Harry Lora Hays and John Carter I chell High School.
Belafonte. Diahann Carroll, , headed the editing staff.
Sammy Davis, Jr., Ben Gazzara,! Temperance Poster — Michael
Charlton Heston, James Earl' Brown, an eighth grade stu-
Jones, Burt Lancaster, Ruby G
Dee, Paul Newman, Joanne reer Chapel AME dent at Hamilton High School1 Basketball — The Longview
Woodward, Sidney Poitier, Les-
ony Quinn, Clarence Williams, Presents 1 Seals of 64 to 44.lie Uggams, Moses 
Gunn, Anth- ville Untouchables by a score
III, and Walter Mathieu. Direc-
tors Joseph L. Mankiewia and, Greer Chapel AME Church' The church's peewee basket-
Sidney Lumet contributed their ll observed the "Opening of the ball team lost its game, but
services for the shooting ofl Seven Seals" in services at the , made a good showing in its
these special segments, church last • Sunday, and the first outing.
The entire proceeds from the theme was "The Purity in
simultaneous showing on March God's City."
24 of the film, a full-length
motion picture of the life of the
late Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. will help support organiza-
tions dedicated to carrying on
the work and teaching of the
civil_ rights leader.
The success of the event is
being made .possible through a of the church.
producer Ely Landau, who has
worked on the production for
more than a year without
The guest speakers were the
Revs. A. Franklin, Manuel
Herron, S.L. Anderson, Cleop-
hus Person, J.T. Mottley and
Nelson Douglass.
The Rev. W.D. Horton was
chairman of the program. The




This is one of the easiest to install and most popular of all
electric heating systems. Slim-lined and inconspicuous, base-
board units go neatly under windows where heat is needed
most. You get a blanket of gently rising warm air that does
away with cold, drafty floors. Like to rearrange furniture?
Baseboard heat gives you complete freedom. Chairs or chests
can even go in front of units without affecting operating
efficiency. Individual thermostats allow rooms to be kept at
varying temperatures.
The young people of the
Longview Heights Seventh Day
Adventist Church took top
honors when they attended
the Youth Federation recently
at the Orchard-Knob High
School in Chattanooga.
About 13 carloads of mem-,
hers and well-wishers journey-1
ed to Chattanooga to support
the young people.
Some of the activities which
they participated in and won
were:
Dragons "touched" the Nash -
Charlie Folsom, youth elder
of t he church, was selected
as representative for the
state of Tennessee for the
Youth Federation.
Most of those who made the
trip to Chattanooga stayed
overnight and went sight-see-
ing in Rock City the following'
day.
Electric ceiling cable
Heat radiates downward from electric wires imbedded in the
ceiling. This warms floors and walls, which in turn warm the
air. It's like basking in the sun. Entire system is completely
hidden, completely silent, controlled by individual room ther-
mostats. Again, there's nothing to keep you from placing
furniture wherever you like, because the heating system is in
the ceiling. Electric safety codes specify in detail how to in-
stall ceiling cable. Since there are no moving parts, you enjoy
years of trouble-free service.
For expert help on selecting the best heating system
for your remodeling plans, call on an MLGW heating specialist.




















Bread 2 20 oz. Loaf
U.S.No 1
Red 1 g lb bag 9
Potatoes si




3 lb. pkg or more
Super Right Pure
Pork $125







A&P 100% Corn Oil
Margarine 3 1 lb ctRI
A&P Chunk Style
Tuna 3 V: oz. cans
Prices good thru March 71, Saturday.
$1
433 N. Cleveland 213 Pimple, /IN&
5100 Hwy. 11 Sent% IOU Lanair Ave.
1500 S. Lauderdale Ott Park A vs.
3200 Parkin Rd. $ou* 3444 Pops r Are
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Intellectual
The Moynihan memorandum in
which the White House adviser
prescribes the course of action the
Administration should follow in the
yet unresolved Negro problem, will
stand in the perspective of history
as a monument to hypocrisy a n d
political expediency.
Except for providing the rhetori-
cal icing for Mr. Nixon's retreat
from the civil rights commitments
of three preceding Administrations,
the memorandum is superfluous. It
follows so closely the Nixon master
strategy on racial matters, it is dif-
ficult to believe that it was not con-
structed at the instance of the Ad-
ministration or in connivance with
it.
The most provocative and irri-
tating aspect of the document is
where Dr. Moynihan says, without
reservation, that the "time m a y
have come when the issue of race
could benefit from a period of 'be-
nign neglect.' He advocates "Greater
attention to Indians, Mexica n-
Americans and Puerto Ricans." In
other words: damn the Negro, let's
proceed with more urgent questions.
Yet, Moynihan admits that the
relation of the Administration to the
black polulation "is a problem."
Moynihan seems convinced that the
"American Negro is making extra-
ordinary progress." The statistics
he adduces in support of this con-
tention are of doubtful authenticity.
We won't quarrel much with him
on that point. However, we must
take him to task for sweeping un-
der the rug the Administration's un-
conscionable support for postpone-
Dishon esty
ment of desegregation of school dis-
tricts in the Deep South; for official
backing of bill that the Dixiecrats
want to use to impede or wipe out
integration; for failure to enforce
contract compliance for jobs; f o r
firing the chairman of the Commis-
sion on Equal Employment Opportu-
nity, and the chairman of the Civil
Rights Division of Health, Education
and Welfare, because they insisted
on observance of the letter of the
law.
The Administration's bold, un-
abashed attempt to emasculate the
Voting Rights Act of 1965 — a high
water-mark of the civil rights strug-
gle which took on the significance of
a Second Emancipation — is an in-
ordinate betrayal of the democratic
promise of political equality. It
stamps Mr. Nixon as irrevocably
committed to pursuing a course
vastly at variance with the legiti-
mate interests and aspirations of
the American blacks.
The phrase "benign neglect,"
which originated with the Earl of
Durham in 1839 speaking in a dif-
ferent context, but which embodies
Prof. Moynihan's recommendation
to Mr. Nixon, is what a psycho-ana-
lyst would call the emotional o u t-
burst of a disordered mind.
There are some few streaks of
reality but much bunk in the Moy-
nihan memorandum. The obsequious
tribute to the efforts of the Admini-
stration to develop "programs that
will be of help to blacks," is a nau-
seating instance of intellectual dis-
honesty.
Separate Black Economy
The agitation for a separate eco-
nomy based upon a self-sustaining
black capitalism has subsided. The
Idea was stirred to white hest fol-
lowing the death of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., when it became ap-
parent that he left no one who could
command attention and speak for
the underprivileged, the black poor
with the magnetism and the convinc-
ing rhetoric that he possessed to so
an overwhelming degree.
The failure of the war on pover-
ty to bring immediate relief to the
impoverished black belts added to
the despair and disenchantment out
of which emerged the vision of a
separate black economy as the only
viable means of rescuing the black
masses from the quicksand of pover-
ty.
Though there is occasional bleat-
ing about black capitalism princi-
pally among the diminishing ranks
of Black-power proponents, the con-
cept is disappearing so fast that one
wonders whether it was a dream or
a chimera.
The disappearance was hasten-
ed by hammer-like critical blows
cutting the ground underneath an
unpractical idea whose only attrac-
tion was a glittering garment of
unreality. The first black man with
relevant credentials to assail Black
Capitalism was Dr. Andrew F. Brim-
mer, the first Negro member of the
Federal Reserve Board. Addressing
the 1968 graduating class at Clark
College in Atlanta, Brimmer de-
clared flatly that the proposals for
a separate, self-sustaining black eco-
nomy were an illusion. To this he
added that he had no expectation of
seeing the complete elimination of
our large urban ghettos at anytime
in the foreseeable future.
But, he asserted that the main
thrust of American society, includ-
ing both Negroes and whites, was to-
ward widening the opportunities for
blacks, other minority and similar-
ly neglected groups to participate
more fully in the ebb and flow of
an open society.
Brirnmer is not alone in this
rationale. Erwin A. Salk, president
of Salk, Ward and Salk, Inc., a na-
tionwide mortgage firm headquarter-
ed in Chicago. told a mid-w inter
conference of the United Mortgage
Bankers of America, a preponde-
rantly Negro group, that Black
Capitalism "will not cope with the
basic problems of the inner city or
the socio-economic problems of the
minority group.
Salk. an eminently successful
mortgage banker, said that it is un-
derstandable for the black business-
man to want to participate in t h e
business and economic life of this
country. "If he is doing this because
he wants 'a piece of the economic
action' of our society. then so be it."
"But if for one moment he feels
that his entry into the business
world is going to make any contri-
bution toward solving the problems
of the inner city and the socio-eco-
nomic problems of a minority group
then he is dealing in plain mytholo-
gy," Salk warned.
This is sound advice that should
be heeded by those who prefer rhe-
toric to reality.




We are very impressed
with the Chicago Daily 1):"!-
fender. Your paper really
does a good job of grasp-
ing hold of the real issues
affecting black people arid
presenting them with opts-
ness and clarity.
We feel that the Defender
doesn't (as some papers
do water down the facts
about the life black people
live here in racist Ameri-
ca. Your paper also emers
a widespread of news perti-
tinent to the black popula-
tion of the world.
We are aware of Aim/ vi
tat communication is to
black people today and are
seeking commu aication
links with those who arc
the "voice of the people."
we IluoWdteekiron ua
communication is to
black people today and are
seeking co m mu Weston
links with those who are
the "voice of the people."
We would like to run a
"hotline" column in the
Chicago Deily Defender
each week to keep your
readers aware of exartlY
what is happening in re-
gard to black people nen!
in Philadelphia.
We feel that such a co-
lumn would be a unifying
force for black people con-
cerned with the needs and





Editors Note: The following
Latter is a copy of one at
ad to President Nison by a
taxpayer.
Dear Mr. President:
I hop. you can see the
expediency of using your
power of office to allay the
smear of the alleged mas-
sacres in Vietnam.
It is shocking beyond our
comprehension that return-
ed honorably discharged
servicemen be out through
a gruelling ordeal that is
obviously being sponsored
by the usual run of the mill
anti-war propagandists all
of the same ideology or in
their employ.
These same slick opera-
tors are as silent as clams
about the Israeli atrocities..
are they not? Their aim is
Clto  est r o y everything
American. The schools are
jungles. the churches floun-
dering, and even national
sports are under a cloud.
If these louts are allowed
to undermine our armee)
forces, what is left? If they
succeed, an irreostrabie
shambles in morale among
servicemen and their temp
lies will develop and com-
plete loss of confidence in
Army traditions will go
down the drain.
Many poor families feel
proud of their sous and
husbands who are serving
our country.
Mr. President, I ha v e
supported you since 1960. I
attribute much of the maim
you inherited to the play of
politics of former admini-
strations.
I realize the limitations
of time and the road blocks
these a n ti-administration
foggy brains create for you.
It will take a courageous
President to call the turn,
and I hope you are the one.
No one likes to wallow in
the muck created by h s
treacherou country in
but decent Nmerican






the inalienable right to na-
tional pride.






Committee of the Chicago
Association of Commerce
and Industry, Public Safety
Division strongly supports
the complete investigation
of the reputed acts of ex-
tortion against businesses
and the citizenry of Chica-
go.
The Association requests
that its members and the
people of Chicagoland who
may have facts which
would be helpful in such an
investigation come forward
and supply Lew enforce-
ment oficials with pertinent
information. It is well
known that law enforce-
ment officials have been
and will continue to assist
and protect those who come
forward with information.
Unless those who a r e
threatened seek assistance,
they subject themselves to
even greater threats and
intimidation. It is essential
to the safety, security and
economic well-being of this
area that business and in-
dividuels be immune from
threats or acts of lawless-
ness. All the people of the
area must be free to live,
work and enjoy life with-





I am a woman, if I am
to think of my hard earned
dollars going to help pay
K.K.K salaries in blue
uniforms. Whether they
are Black or white it has
been had enough for 80
many black boys being kil-
led at the hands of the
K. K. K.
Now they have started
on women. I wonder if any-
one knows of any white
woman being killed by the
K. K. K. in blue!
I am a woman, if lam
I don't know if I would
ever attacked in the streets,
rather be attacked by so-
called gangs or racist po-
licemen whose job to
protect. Every time the
K. K. K. kill Blacks it's all
"justifiable ho m i cid e"
Who in the Black race be-
lieves that? I feel like Chi-
cago is Old Mississippi.
When will somebody stop
all this killing of Blacks by
the K.K.K. in Blue? why
did it take two K. K. K's
to shot one woman, I under-
stand now they are whip-
ping women too,
People who have been
killed or beat up always
find that after their side of
the story about the Black's
the letter are always the
lowest types of persons.
Black taxpayers want to
know why these cops just
don't wear white sheets








Every race and nationality
today . . . That has any real
claim to importance also has
a pretty strong and clear cut
idea of its past. The strongest
and leading races and national-
ities of the world today, are
those races and nationalities
which have a deep sense of
the history of their group.
"They have what might be
called an historic tradition.
They can look into their past
and see what the soul of their
group means.
Quite frequently we hear
increasing numbers of black
Americans referring to soul
brothers. and soul sisters.
One is prone to wonder, just
precisely what they mean by
such terms. Are they implying
that they recognize something
similar to themselves and
their own backgrounds in the
other darker brother? When
one uses "Soul brother" and
"soul sister" is be implying
a similarity in color? Or is
he talking about mutual ex-
perience in a similar condition
of servitude . . . a common
creed . . or a common condi-
tion?
The answers to those ques-
tions might just Lead a lot of
People to realize and admit
that the soul brother or soul
sister, -does not necessarily
have to he a black person.
A lot of peaple; or all other
races have had racial ex-
periences similar to that of
the black American. So, that
would mean that a white per-
son, a Chinese. an Indian, could
'be a soul !, ,r sister.
But th,,
that. tii '11 2 is made
to -soul brother" or "soul
sister" by a thoughtful black
person, he is thinking more
in terms of the unique ex-
periences and distinctive eon-
ditiorui out of the black Ameri-
can's past which make him
a different and conspicuous
individual today. '
When -soul brother" a n d
"soul sister are used in that
context, then it takes on an
entirely different and signifi--
cant aspect. It suggests that
black history needs a much
vigorous examination a n d
study by black people them-
selves.
It may surprise some Amer-
icans to know just how little
black people themselves know
about their own history. The
black man has not only been
an invisible man to his fellow
white Americans. lie has not
been seen by his own black
soul brothers.
There are great currents
and waves of black experience
. . black thought „ . black
feelings which have swept
many black Americans who
have not the faintest idea they
ever existed. The brain-wash-
ing which the American ex-
perience has inflicted on the
black man has left him with-
out a history for his children
and for his masses.
Those are some of the rea-
sons why there should be in-
creasing stress placed on black
history . not only in the
public schools, but wherever
black. Americans congregate
. .and white Americans
gather. we can't live too well
together . . If we don't
know each other . . and we
especially need to Itno--. our-
:FA 60 you it,






When John B. Russwurm published the first Ne-
gro newspaper, Freedom's Journal, on March 16, 1827,
many of the free black citizens of the North were
engaged in a great debate. They sought to answer
a basic question. Should they return to the land of
their fathers in Africa or stay here and continue the
fight for the abolition of slavery, full freedom and
full citizenship?
The debate over remaining here or catching a
slow boat to Africa arose because of the vigorous
activities of the American Colonization Societies. This
crowd was seeking an appropriation from Congress to
ship the free blacks "home" to the "dark continent "
A picture of this period may be
gleaned from the U. S. Census which
was taken three years after the news-
paper began in 1830. This census report-
ed that there were 2,328,642 Negroes in
America and all but 319.599 were in
slavery.
Among the free Negroes, it should
be noted, the census listed 3.777 of them
as owners of slaves. Indeed one prosper-
ous, free black brother, whose last
name was McCarty, was reported as the
owner of 32 slaves.
Anyway, there were some importatit free blacks
who eloquently argued that there was no future in
the United States for the black man. Publisher John
B. Russwurm and his partner, the Reverend Samuel
Cornish, took the opposite position. They held that
America was the native land of the blacks, not Afri-
ca, and urged them to stay and fight for their birth-
right. They insisted that blacks should not "cut and
run."
The irony of this situation is that Publisher
Russwurm was finally kidnaped and shipped off to
Africa anyway. Incidentally, Russwurm was the first
black to graduate from an American college, Bowdin
in Maine.
Today the publishers of the black press who are
celebrating this month the anniversary of the found-
ing of the first Negro newspaper point with pride to
the fact that Russwurm and Cornish advocated stay-
ing in America.
The great 19th century debate over colonization
turned out to be little more than a tempest in a tea-
pot. Only a few boatload of brothers left for Africa.
The majority, perhaps the "silent black majority."
decided to stick it out here in the U.S.
Most of those who left finally landed in Liberia.
History gives varying accounts of their welcome by
the natives along the Gold Coast. Some of the tribes.
it appears. did not jump with joy over the return of
these long lost prodigal sons.
One may well wonder, however, what would ha‘e
happened if the ideas of the American Colonization
Societies had prevailed in the 19th Century and the
masses of blacks had returned to African fatherland.
It goes without saying that the subsequent history of
Africa and America would have been different in-
deed.
We may get a clue to what might have been by
looking at Liberia. There the black refugees from
America quickly recognized new opportunities a n d
moved swiftly toward power. It seems that these
blacks from America began calling the shots in the
new territory from the moment they landed. Their
descendants still rule Liberia. The help originally pro-
mised by America never came. Nevertheless, they
made it.
Imagine what some of our celebrated brothers in
the U.S. today would be doing now in Africa if their
forefathers had taken the boat back to the old coun-
try.
One can see. for instance, Roy Innis of CORE
standing on the balcony of the presidehtial palace in
the Congo, surrounded by spearbearers, exhorting his
supporters to shoot for "black world control." One
might also imagine Whitney Young, in a dapper da-
shiki, addressing a vast throng in Addis Ababa, warn-
ing them against rabble rousers and charging that
President Innis of the Congo had lost his cotton-pick-
ing mind.
Be that as 11 may, the decision of the blacks in
the early 19th century to fight for their birthright
here indicated a strong black faith in the promises
of American democracy. They had faith that slavery
could be abolished and that full citizenship in this so-
ciety, despite differences in cultures and colors, was
not an impossible dream.
Today there is developing a great controversy
over segregation and integration. We have witnessed
the rise of new support for separatism. There are
some blacks advocating complete withdrawal and the
creation of a black state within the United States.
One wonders what would happen if black citi-
zens today found they had a chance to choose their
course as some of their fathers did in the period of
colonization agitation. As in the 19th Century. same
blacks would be certain to opt for leaving this white
dominated society.
This is a wild moment in history and no one knows
what the future holds. As their forefathers believed
that slavery could be abolished, so today most blacks
believe th:-,t fon citizenship for black men here is
+Int ;in osl_ Further, as teenagers would
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STUDENT GOSPEL SiNGERS—'the stsideut,orgaisised Goo.
pel Choir at LeMoyaeawen College Ls attracting citywide at-tention. The singing group Is very mach in dossed and has
filled several engagements on and off campus. The gospel
DEFENDER
singers are shown here reedering a program during chapel
hoer at the college. Calvin Coleman ls the director and Fred
Mosbey Is plaidst-organist ter die group. Coleman and Mos-
bey, who organised the choir, are else church mustetees.
Annual Men's Day At Greenwood CME L-0 Development Fund
Annual Mens Day will ix
celebrated Sunday March 22, at
Greenwood C.M.E. Church. Pro
grams are planned for Sunday
School at 9:30, ii a.m. and 3
p.m.
Speakers for the day are
men Howard Thompson,




the Rev. E. L. Brown. Raybon
Hawkins will serve u Master
of ceremonies for the 3 p.m.
program.
The Rev. Jeff D. Atwater is
pastor of the church. Glen
Foust is serving as chairman
of Men's Day.
pump Willi flAiR!
Such dash, the high•rise front that fans
out prettily! Such dare, the scooped •low
sides! Elegant in gleaming black manmade
patent, new higher straight heel. At Sfurts,
where so much fashion costs you so little!
8.99
BURT'S11504(4.i45,ktskoo__








Increased By $ 48,000
me goal of Lebtoyne-Owen
College's development fund has
been increased by $48,000 be-
cause of rising costa in the
building industry, but campaign
leaders are optimistic of reach-
ing the mark within a few
weeks.
Edmund Orgill, co-chairman
of the college's development
fund, said: "We'll reach the
new goal. I'm sure we'll get
there."
The original goal of $1,8011,000
has been increased to $1,6118,000
because the lowest bid for con-








Registrauon for the Adult
Evening Program, sPollionod
by the Memphis City Schools
System will begin for the Spring
Quarter on April 1 and April 2.
The program will offer cours-
es in Typing Shorthand, Book-
keeping, Data Processing. Basic
Electricity, and Electronics,
Auto Mechanics, Welding, Mach-
inist, Radio & Television anil
Upholstery.
Classes will be from 7-10 pm.
Interested people should go to
the Adult Education Center and
Northside, April 1, 7:00 p.m. 
andgo to Southaide, Tech,
Westwood, Overton, Tread.
well, Frayer, and Booker T.
Washington Schools, April 2,
, 7:00 p.m.
Persons seeking further in.'1
iformation should call the Adulti
I Education Center, 5274621.
mathematics center was slight-
ly higher than projected last
year.
Nearly $40,000 in gifts and
pledges was reported last Fri-
day at a luncheon honoring
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president
of the college. This included
about $17,000 solicited by T. R.
McLemore f r om LeMoyne-
Owen alumni in New York
and Washington, D. C.
Speaker at the luncheon was
Wallace E. Johnson, vice
chairman of the board of Holi-
day Inns. He praised Dr.
Price for a lifetime of ex-
traordinarily fine work a
I the college and in the com-munity.
The campaign last weekend
had reached the $1,506,498I
mark.
Four persons will be honored,
for civil rights work in t he
, Memphis community during the
Sixties when the Mallory
;Knights Charitable Organization
holds its nineteenth anniver-
sary celebration on Thursday
night, April 30, at the Sheraton.
, Peabody Hotel.
The four to be honored are
Mn. Maxine A. Smith, execu-
tive secretary of the Memphis
Branch of the NAACP; Crimi-
nal Court Judge C. Odell Hor-
ton. Jr., Dr. H. Ralph Jackson,
director of the Minimum Salary
Department of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church
, and chairman of the MemphisBreach of the Southern Christ-
ian Leadership Conference. and.
Ernest C. Withers, wive hasi
provided photographic coverageI
of all major civil rights events'
for more than a decade.
The Rev. D.E. Herring,
president of the organi2atio0,1
said that the speaker and other!
distinguished guests will be an-





, The Alpha Beta chapter of
' Alpha Pi Chi Sorority will pre-
sent its annual Spring Fiesta
on Sunday, March 29, at the
Holiday Inn at 980 S. Third at.
from 5 until 9 p.m.
Featured will be the latest
in spring fashions exhibited by
professional models.
Alpha Pi Chi Sorority is a
group of business and profes-
.sional women who do philan-
thropic work, give scholar-
ship aid, and is associated
with the Porter-Leath Center.
Mrs. Thelma Davidson is
president. and Mrs. Lucille
Gist is publlciey chairmar
PUZZLED??
nre You PUZZLEJ) over
Nile INCOME TAX ammo.
Let as help save' yee
for appointment call s
2144343 or NH*
Tonight's the night to discover
the Smooth Canadian.
Seagram's V.O. Canadian.
Known by the company it keeps.
CANADIAN *MCI—A 5.15000 StlECILO KRIVOI& 811 YEAIS Ol0.10 8 P11008. StAGIIK8 0iti1itAIR8 CC, LY C.
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Babg4 In Memphis by Momphlons
 ruKhOI Noised golly t• your big
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: Erma Lee Lau's-
Woman's Editor
BMA LEE LAWS
Slick up a glow with wet-shine!
This black crinkle patent-upper band pump on shape-
maker flared heel turns on the sunshine with golden
..bIta of trim. It's QualiCraft's polished





For and About Women
Immiunumummunmummounummmumnnummuummonummuun
"I don't know what will hap-
pen now. We've got some dif-
ficult days ahead. But it doesn't
matter with me now. Be-
cause I've been to the moun-
tain top . .And I've looked
over. And I've seen the
promised land. I may not get
there with you, but I want you
to know tonight, that we, as a
people, will get to the promis-
ed land . . .Mine eyes have
seen the glory of the coming of
the Lord". Martin Luther King.
Jr.. April 3, 1968
Memphis will be one of the
three hundred cities privileged
to have a premerie of the Mar-
tin Luther King. Jr.. film
"A Film Record . . .Montgom-
ery Ti, Memphis," Tuesdayl
!larch 24. at 8 p.m. Locations
for the showing of the histori-
cal film will be announced by
the Memphis Southern Chris-
tian Leadership Conference.
Many Memphians will see
themselves in the portion of
the film filmed in Memphis
during Dr. King's fateful last
visit here . . .Mason Temple
where he made his last speech
from which our quote for the
week came, his last march,
and the Lorraine Motel scene
of the assassination.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
and Delta Sigma Theta Soror-
ity discussed the film at their
meetings Saturday and ap-
pointed chairmen to handle the
blocks of tickets they are pur-
chasing. Won't you join them
and plan for your organization,
families, church et ceteras to
purchase your blocks of tickets
see this monumental film.
Ely Landau is the producer
of the film and all funds will
go into a special Martin Luther
King, Jr. Fund to support the
work of the Martin Luther
King. Jr., Foundation and the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference. The tickets are
$5.00 each and are tax deducti-
ble. Such greats as Harry Bela-
fonte, Paul Newman, Joanne
Woodward, Diahann Carroll,
Ben Gazarra, Charlton Heston,
Burt Lancaster, James Earl
Jones. Sidney Poitier, Leslie
Uggams and others are featur-
ed in the film. All this talent
has been donated! Let's hear
; from you! Watch your TSD,
television and listen to the ra-
dio for more info about loca-
tions.
Thanks so xery much for
your kind thoughts, flowers and
'
gavel of president with the VIP
bridge club. Emma Jean Stotts
feted the group recently where
Millicent Bolden, took office as
Vice-President; Emma Jean
Turner became Secretary,
Vera Smith, Corresponding Sec-
retary; Velma Lois Jones, re-
newed vows as the "perennial
Treasurer", and Bernice Few-
ier became Business Manager.
Other members of the group
making big plans for fun doing
the year were Mary Helen
Ezelle, Fayee Lewis, Earline
Mobley, Marie Jordan, Valtina
'! Robinson, and Joyce Wedding-
ton.
Mrs. W. W. (Marian) Gibson
entertained the Phyllis Wheat-
ley coterie and they had a spe-
cial guest, Dr. Helen Edmonds
Professor of History and Dean
of the Graduate School at the
North Carolina Central Uni-
versity who spoke at LeMoyne-
Owen College during Negro
History Week.
Exchanging pleasantries with
the guest and enjoying the din-
ner party were Mrs. C. M.
Roulhac, who won the club
prize, a set of fragances; Miss
Isabel Greenlee, Miss Harry
Mae Simons, Mrs. A. W. Willis,
Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite, Mrs.
Harry T. Cash, Mrs. Frederick
A. Rivers, Mrs. Peter M.
Jones, Mrs. B. Julian Smith,
Mrs. Clarence Pope. Mrs. C. C.
Craigen, Miss Allison Vance,
who assisted her sister in en-
tertaining: Mrs. Hollis F.
Price, Mrs. Clarence Ogelsby,
Mrs. Laurence Patterson, Mrs.
Annabelle Alleyne, and Miss
Mattie Bell.
This N' That 4.17ada
(Mrs. Leroy) Clark has stars:
in her eyes over the exquisite
ring add pendant her hubby,
brought her back from Brazil.
The ring is surrounded with
diamonds and is positively
beautiful!!! Leroy spent three
weeks in Brazil as a representa-
tive of the United Furniture
Workers of America making a
tour of South America under
the auspices of the U. S. De-
partment of Labor. They stud-
ied internal labor structure in
Sa. Paula and in Rio de
Janiero among other cities.
The Clarkses' son, Leroy, Jr.,
who is an Associate Professor
of Law at New York Univer-
!sity was one of the first to
speak out against the nomina-
tion of Judge Carswell as a
Supreme Court Justice. He
telegrams at the time of the handled cases in the Judge's
death of our Grandmother, court when he lived in Flori-
Mrs. Mattie Laws, who lived da. He was formerly with the
ninety-three beautiful and fruit- NAACP Legal Defense Fund.
ful years! Mattie (Mrs. Whittier) Seng-
With the Girls 3..ithanj stacke attended a reception for
Massey is now weilding the' the Associates of the Center for
BY Mon Claire
14 North Main (,do%nstaira) 527-3619
- EASTER l00% Dynel Wigs 595
SALE
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MISS CO-ETTE AND COURT. . . pose with Elder Blair T.
Hunt, special guest of honor at the Co-Ettes Ball. Members
of the court are seated left to right Gail Gossett, second al-
ternate, Rosalyn Wright, "Miss Co-Ette of 1970," and Paris
MEMPHIS CO-ETTES . .. pose for the photographer at their
ball Saturday March 7. in the Camelot Room of the Holiday
Inn•RivermondFirst row seated: Cecelia Payne, Gail Gos-
sett, third alternate to Rosalyn Wright, "Miss Co-Ette" of
1970; Paris Brown, second alternate; Charlotte Bynum and
Policy Study at the University!
of Chicago last Wednesday in
the Quadrangle Club on the
campus. Her son. Whittier Jr.,:
Associate Editor of the TH.,
State Defender was one of the,
Associates honored.
A big surprise for Whittier
was the appearance of Mother
Saint Bernadette, his fifth
grade teacher at St. Bernard
School in Chicago.
Also sharing the happiness of
the occasion were several of
Mattie's friends who've known
Whittier from his childhood
days in the Windy City, Agues
(Mrs. James) Lewis, Marge
(Mrs. Charles) Phillips, and
Sarah (Mrs. Leroy) Thompson.
We may have mentioned it
before. but Eddie N. Williams,
former Memphian and Manas-
sas High graduate and for-
mer TSD staffer is Acting Di-
rector at the Center and Vice
President for Public Affairs.
The past week-end proved an
interesting and exciting one for;
us. we accomplished Velma,
Lois Jones to Camden, Ala-i
bama where she was guest
model for ••Fashionetta" pre-
sented by Zeta Eta Omega
Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority at the Camden Acad-
emy for the scholarship fund.
Velma Lois is as you know one
of our town's best dressed and:
is Regional Director of the
Southeastern Area of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority.
We were houseguests of the
Basileus and her husband,
Julia and Palmer E. Williams
who have the most interesting
antique shop at their ,home.
"Country C o usin's Antique
Shop". Met interesting folk
Ruth and Don Williams from
downtown • melee ave.
stothiand moan
fashion specialists in sires









weskit that creates a
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of Spring and Summer fashions
•
J DOWNTOWN • 64 SO. MAIN • 527-6436
UNION AVI. • 1002 UNION • 274-2065
WHITINAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 304-0044
STOUT SHOPPE
schools ihere.
Then we made a pilgrimage
to the Edmund Pettus Bridge
in Selma made famous by the '
Martin Luther King March. and
visited the hallowed Dexter:
Avenue Baptist Chutch in Mont-
gomery where the move-
ment began, in addition to the
MLK home on Jackson Avenue.
Truly an indescribably moving
experience . . .a part of our
experiences from which we'll
draw time and time again.
Ran into Al Dixon, President
of the National Association
Television Radio Announcers
who sent his best to the Bluff
City dee jays and especially
to his Board of Directors mem-
Brown, first alternate. Standing next to Elder Hunt are
Miss Erma Lee Laws. Sponsor and Advisors Mrs. Donnell
Cobbins, Miss Carol Thompson and Lynda Hargrave.
Teresa shackellerd. Standing Brenda Batts, Sandra Peace,
Rhonda Steinberg. Willa Mathews. Louietta Brandon, (libel-
la Marie Sawyer, Ethel Marie Sengstacke, Felecia Moss,
and Wendy Corley.
Mobile. Alabama where the Re- her Robert "Honevbov" Thom-
gional meeting will be Easter. as. Al "Diggie Do" as he's
week-end; and VISTA workers, called is a disc jockey in
David Allen, from Colorado. Montgomery a n d Assistant
and Dan Tamer from Wisconsin Manager of a radio station.
who're working in the local' He's planning a NATRA Presi-
dent's Dinner for later this
month in Montgomery.
Thanks to Elsie (Mrs. Melvin
Jr.) Malunda were among
those fortunate enough to see
the Memphis State production
of "Hair" The play will posi-
tively blow your mind! The
students were superb! Was
real proud of Elsie's niece
Janise Jones, who has an ex-
cellent role which she handle
'extremely well.
Boy, if this was really the
"Age of Aquariii", but then
the song only says its the
-dawning". Our congratula-
tions to the Memphis State
l'niversity Theatre. Right on!
READ THIS STRANGE BUT TRUE STORY WHAT
PRAYER DID FOR MY WIFE, SAYS
Nathan Jackson 39 West 143rd St.. Dixmoot,
To show my gratitude to
Rev. Costonie and thanks to God.
I am telling this straw true
story. My wife had been sick for
many years. We are a very happy
devoted couple and own our home
at the above address.
Our problems were personal
and very serious. A friend told
us about Rev. Costonie. On our
first visit he assured us Jeers
never fails. He prayed for my wife
gave some instructions and a pray-
er cloth and a set of his prayers.
We saw a change the next day. NATHAN JACKSON
And after following his instructions for two months we have been
wonderfully blessed and my wife is well. We met many people at
his church and listened to their testimonials in person.
flow Rev.Costonie's way of prayer helped them with money &
marital problems. Write to him for a prayer cloth they are free or
call for an appointment. He gets results for peopk with problems.
His phone number is WA4 - 4969. Address is 927 E. 47th St.
Chicalre, Ill 60653.
• FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH









DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
VETERANS ACCEPIT:ii-
Sn DENT LO NS 1A VILE
















SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 1970 DEFENDER
'Best Of Broadway' Coming Here
9
Friday IProgram About Health
Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter of
the Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
continues in its effort to -fulfill
its cultural responsibility to the
community with its presentation
of "The Beet of Broadway"
on the Auditorium Music Hall
stage Friday, March 20 at 7:30
p.m.
"The Best of Broadway" is
under the direction of Clyde
••••••••••
Turner, international known for
his work in the field of Music
and drama. While spending four
years in the Army, Mr. Turner
made a two-year tour around
the world with the Irving Berlin
production, "This is the Army."
While in Hollywood making
the movie version of his pro-
duction, he conducted the 80-

























Aro you tired ef
being "FULLED-IN"
by a big "LOW.
PRICE and tiny let-
tors reading "and
up"? At Baxter $6.5 is
the top price for the
world's top fabrics.
Silk end worsteds




m•n — in our own
workrooms. Such fab-
rics and such tailor..
ing ore usually found
only in the "and up"
group. At Baxter Our
'and down'' Suits
































and Sat. 'Til 9
chorus at the Hollywood Bowl.
Mr. Turner has appeared in
the New York production of
"Annie Get Your Gun" with
Ethel Merman, "Lost in the
Stars," "South Pacific," "Four
Saints in Three Acts" on Broad-
way and in Paris France;
"Porgy & Bess" at the
New York City Center Opera
Company, "Carmen Jones,"
"Finiao's Rainbow," Showboat"
and has been a feature singer
with the DePaur Chorus.
Along with Mr. Turner the
production will also feature
Miss Margaret Harris, a child
prodigy who has since fulfilled
the lofty productions which
critics made at her public
piano debut at the age of three.
A graduate cum laude, with
both bachelor and master of
science degrees from the Jullia
School of Music, she has per-
formed in recitals and concerts
throughout the world.
She is also recognized as an
organist, composer and COD-
ductor.
Other members of cast in-
clude Cleo Quitman, danseuse-
choreogr a ober ; Delores Godwin
soprano; M e r yin Wallace,
tenor; Leonard Hayward, bass-
baritone; and Dave Brown,
baritone.
Included m the 1970 ex-
travaganza will be selections
from outstanding Broadway hits
such as "Paint Your," "The
Music Man," "Pal Joey," To-
day Sound of Burt Bacharach-
"Raindrops Keep Falling On
My Head," "I'll Never F a 11
in Love Again"; and a variety
of numbers from opera, grand
piano works of such composers
as Duke Ellington, W.C. Handy,
"Fats" Waller and James
Weldon Johnson.
The proceeds from the "Best
of Broadway" will benefit the
Eyeglass Project for indigent
children through the Sight
Conservation services of Junior
League of Memphis, scholar-
ship grants and various other
Welfare, Health, Education
Services.
'Miss Blue Revue' will be se-
lected from several contestants
during the preliminary presenta-
tion of "The Best of Broadway."
Tickets may be purchased from
any member of Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority or Goldsmith's Center
Ticket Office.
Hanley PTA To Stage
Spring Fashion Show
"Orbiting Into Fashions" is
the theme of the fashion show
which will be sponsored by
the Hanley School Parent-Teach-
er Association, Sunday even-
ing, March 22, from 5:00 to
7:00 o'clock.
Program chairman of the
event is Mrs. Barbara Perry
Wright, an active member
of the P-T-A and popular
Hostess of the Party Time
Radio Program over WDIA.
She promises the most at-
tractive models wearing the
latest styles in at home,
sports, street or daytime, and
evening wear. A popular
section will be the showing of
men's wear featured by Paul's
Tailoring Company.
Mrs. Lela Poindexter. gene
ralichairman of the style show,
is especially interested in the
section where parents who
are members of the Hanley
Sewing Class model garments
made by them.
Prominent among the models
are Mrs. Vivian Ford, Mrs.
Mary Ann Wallace, Mrs. Ar-
thurine Briggs, representing
Arnold Associates; Miss Sandy
Holmes, Mrs. Bobbie Jones
Bullard, Mrs. Thelma David-
son, Mrs. Joan Miles, Mrs.
Edith Hurt, Mrs. Margaret
Toler, and the vivacious Mrs.
Judy Eiland, popular designer
and model.
Mrs. Thelma Davidson will
serve as Coordinator of fash-
ions. Mrs. Collie Lentz Ste-
vens will be the Commenta-
tor. . Lawrenoe Taylor will
be at the piano.
An interesting between-the-
scences program featuring
Barbara Perry Wright, solOist
and others, will be furnished.
Publicity is in the hands
of M r s. Ercille Jackson.
Chairman of decorations is
Mrs. Joan Miles. Mrs. Alcine
Arnett is president of t h e
Hanley P-T-A. Mrs. Beulah
M Williams is principal of
Care To Be Aired Here
Lee C. Hanson, general ma-
nager, has announced that,
beginning Monday, March 16,
radio stations WDIA and
WTCV-FM will start a series
of weekly features titled "Me-
dical Revolution 111/0" in sup-
port of the growing demand
for a revolution in medical
health care in the United
States.
Both stations belong to the
Sonderling Broadcasting Cor-
poration and features will be
aired by all Sonderling tele-
vision and radio outlets.
Egmont Sonderling, president
of the corporation, said in New
York that the series, in gene-
ral, would reflect the view-
point of the staff of the Senate
Finance C o m mittee which
said recently that "the physi-
cian and his medical society"
hold the key to making our
medical and health care sys-
tems work.
Mr. Sonderling said, "Most
objective observers agree that
when it is good, American
medicine is unsurpassed, but
it is clearly failing to reach
many people who need it
desperately."
Mr. Sonderling said, "Medi-
cal care is too important to
be left entirely to the deci-
sions of the doctors or the
hospital administrators and
trustees. We think it is time
for the public and government
to exert a greater influence
than has been known in the
past."
Those in official positions,
who hold opposing viiews, will
be given equal broadcast time.
Mr. Hanson said, "We will
welcome such public discus-
sion of such a vital issue.
Certainly, it is too important
to be left in the dark."
 Guide Post
MUSING: Things are
changing so rapidly in this
world today . . . that we no
longer say "Tell it like it
is" . . . we say, "Tell it like
it WAS."
Dear Carlotta:
I am considered a young
adult; two years out of high
school. When I graduated, I
was sure I would find some-
thing to suit me and I would be
able to make a worthwhile con-
tribution, at once.
But the more I talk to my as-
sociates, the more I jump from
one idea to another. I really
don't know what I can do to be
successful. Also, I am young,
I don't want the world to pass
me by. What can I do. My
mother says I am a mis-fit.
J. K.
Dear J.K.:
You are just living by the
pattern of the present time.
However, there are some deci-
sions that must be your own,
and not your OWN and your
FRIENDS. Have fun by all
means, it is nothing so deplor-
ing, as to see a 40 year old,
trying to have the fun she miss-
ed when she was 20. But I only
I say don't mis-spend your lei-
sure time. Time moves swiftly
- --the school.
Date For JUGS' Annual
and you have a long way to
gO, you may have to run three
times as fast to keep up withl
mounting problems and com-
plexities.
Even as you run, I must say
that there are no tangible mi-
nimum requirements nor are
there definite limitations to the
movement of success at this
time. However, there are cer-
tain general requirements on
which even now the general
public may agree. First, as I
said, you must have the WIS-
DOM to make your own deci-
sion, you must know what to
do. Second, what is your BEST
SKILL? No need to decide on
something you have absolutely
no SKILL for . . . this means
knowing how to DO what youl
CHOOSE.
The third is VIRTUE, which
means having an urgent desire
to do the job. One does not go
about curing the victim, until
he knows what to cure. So take
stock of yourself. Busying your-
self, you will not only learn
how to run . . . as I foresaid,
but how to run together. And if
you run a good race, you will ,
earn your self respect, the re-
spect of your neighbors and
the gratitude of your constitu-
ents.
Lula C. Byas Service
Charity Ball Nearing Club Meets Saturday
Usually the first two months
after the New Year, Mem-
phians like to recuperate from
the demanding schedule of
festivities that they have en-
gaged in during the holidays.
Be the pretties: lady'




50,000 WATTS OF SOLID SOUL
Roy West
Now News Director et WDIA
Roy West a native of Tupelo Okla. is now
News Director of Radio Station WDIA,
becoming the first Black News Director
in Memphis. West heads a staff of four
newsmen and has complete responsibility
for all news coverage as well as special
community interest programs such as
Tri- Log.
West is 30 years old, married and the fa-
ther of a two year old daughter. He Is a
graduate of the University of Oklahoma
and is currently writing a book and occa-
sionally special articles for national news
media. He has also appeared as an actor in
several small parts on Broadway.
West's Radio background includes work
at WLIB, New York, WINS, New York's
all news station and as News Director
with WNJR in Newark, N.Y. from where
he came to WDIA replacing Robert
Richards. Richards remains with the Sond-
erling chain, which owns WDIA, as an
editoral writer. A
•
With the coming of spring,
there seems to be a call to
action and a desire to throw
off the lethargy that has pre-
vailed during the latter part
of winter.
Providing a veritable oasis
in the desert of social activi-
ties is J.U.G.S. annual -Liv-
ing Ads" Charity Ball. Al-
ways a glitteing affair, t he
ball features approximately
50 young sub-debs who model
costumes to represent various
business firms and other
organizations.
The theme of the J.U.G.S.'
charity ball this year is "The
Age of Aquarius." The for-
mal ball will be held Friday.
March 27, in Holiday Hall of
Holiday Inn-Rivermont.
The ball will benefit the
recreational program at
Goodwill Homes for Children.
Mrs. Ann Nelson, presi-
dent of J.U.G.S., says that
bids to the ball may be se-
cured from any of the follow-
ing members of J.U.G.S.:
Mrs. Joseph (Barbara) At-
kins, Marie G. Bradford, Mrs.
Anderson (Jo) Bridges, Mrs.
Horace ( S a rah) Chandler,
Mrs. -Longino (Helen) Cooke,
Mrs. Walter' (Dot) Evans,
Mrs. John (Pearl) Gordon,
Mrs. Leon (Norma) Griffin,
Mrs. John (Joan) Johnson,
Mrs. Harold (Dolores) Lewis,
Mrs. William (Genf) Little,
Mrs. Albert (Hester) Miller,
Mrs. O'Ferrell (Ann) Nelson





Everyone who fishes outside
his home county in Tennessee
is required to have a license
in his or her possession, accord-
ing to Ray R. Huudson, Dis-
trict 8 Law Enforcement Su-
pervisor los the Tennessee
Game and Fish Commission.
Fishermen using minnows
or artificial baits are required
to have a license in home
counties. However, people
who fish in their home county
may do so without license
so long as artificials or min-
nows are not used.
Fishing licenses are not
required in catch-out ponds,
by land owners residing on
their own property, and by
persons under 16 years of
age. A free license will be
issued persons 65 years of
age upon request to the Game
and Fish Commission.
The Lula C. Byas Service
Club held its regular meet-
ing February 21 in the home
of Mrs. Annette McFields with
the newly elected president,
Mrs. Hattye Harrison presid-
ing.
The meeting was very well
attended. Two new members
were added to the roster of
the club, Mrs. W. B. Brooks
and Mrs. Carolyn L. King.
Visitors were Mrs. Marie
Burke and Mrs. Lottie Dortch.
The next meeting will be
March 21st at the Lelia Walker
Clubhouse with hostesses.,
Mesdames Corine Currie, Mag-'
nolia Howard and Luvenia
Carridine. Plans will be
made concerning the city
Federation Tea which will
be at the clubhouse on Easter
Sunday, March 29th.
A delicious menu ot fried
chicken, baked ham, creamed
white potatoes, tossed salad.
pickles, olives, cherry and
vanilla ice cream and Valen-
tine cookies was served.
The hostesses were Mrs.
Edwina Patrick, Miss Meryl
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Hat Search Always Endg
HAPPILY Rhealee's
"TH <AUK GY
Longer, tapered and extremely shaggy...
long enough to wrap gracefully around the
neck and all but cover the earl That's "The
Greek Boy"TM a wonderfully easy stretch wig
in 100% modacrylic that hasn't a care in the
world! Wash it,. .let it dry... it never needs
re-setting or pampering. Get your little











BankAmericard Rhealee Charge Master Charge
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New4Aanager Appointed
To , ! ;in Fabric Store
Mrs. Ilisatie K. Hemphill
has been-Millmed manager of
Mary Letter Fabrics, South-
gate. She came to Memphis
from Lot...Angeles where she
was the manager of the Girls
Wear departm ents for May
Mrs. Hemphill is a graduate,
of Metroposition College in
Los Angas. She attended'
the Sawyer School of Business
majoring in marketing and
graduated: With honors.
The wife of Joe Hemphill,
a salesmin^ for Bluff City
Buick, Mr$7 Hemphill is the
mother of teenage son, Theo-
dore. Hemphill wouldI
like to get to know the people'
of Memphis and would like
for them to visit her at Mary
Lester, Southgate.
Mary Lester Fabrics is a
chain of fabric shops with
headquarters located in Mil-
waukee, Wis. The Memphis
store has at least six thousand
pieces of fabrics and thou-
sands of notions and patterns.
The store located in the
Southgate Sopping Center on
So. Third St. has a special
lay-out that provides for a
woolen department, suiting
fabric department, dress fab-
ric department, notion and
pattern departments.
All sales persons are special-
ly trained to be able to serve
their customers by advising
them of patterns and fabrics
so that even those who know
very little about sewing can
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63c..th
NUISSUNT'S — FLAIR
NO LIMIT ON QUANTITY
tut Coupons Myst So Propswood With Garments—.
j Track, GolfMrs. Helen Kincaide And Baseball
Are UnderwayBuried In Nashville
NASHVILLE — Mrs. Helen
Crawley Kincaide, assistant
director of Housing at Tennes-
see State University, was
buried here last week. S h e
died in Baptist hospital follow-
ing a brief illness.
Services were held at First
Baptist Church, Capitol Hill.
The Rev. Kelly Miller Smith,'
pastor, officiating, assisted by
the Rev. Jerome I. Wright,
assistant to the pastor; and
Dr. William J. Simmons, Ten-
nessee State University min-
ister.
Burial was in Greenwood
Cemetery, with William Gunter
and Sons Funeral Directors
in charge.
A native of Nashville, the
daughter of Robert and Mary
E. Crawley, Mrs. Kincaide
attended the Nashville public
schools, Fisk University, and
Tennessee State University.
After her graduation from
Tennessee State, she taught
in Middle Tennessee, and later
was home d emonstration
agent in Home Economics






24, 1942, she was
Clyde Kincaide of
Va., who died in
' The Kincaides joined the
I Tennessee State University
!faculty in the late forties.
Mrs. Kincaide organized off-
campus housing at the univ-
ersity and continued active
in Student Affairs, serving at
one time as a residence hall
director and off-campus hous-
ing director, except for three
years when she was a counse-
lor and later historian of the
Office of Manpower Automa-
tion and Training Program
sponsored by the U. S. Govern-
ment — the forerunner of the
Model Cities Program — with
headquarters a t T ennessee
State University. She return-
ed to student affairs and to the
position of Assistant Director
ol lousing.
In First Baptist Church,
Capitol Hill, she was Presi-
dent of Woman's Baptist Mis-
sionary Society, a member of
the Sanctuary Choir, and Jen-
nie Stokes Arts Circle; she
taught in the Sunday School
and at one time was superin-
tendent.
A member of Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, she was active in
the Home and Garden Club,
the Silhouettes of Kappa Alpha
Psi, Matrons Progressive; and
had affailiated with Jack &
Jill of America, Inc.
Survivors include; a son,
Clyde J. Kincaide, Jr., of
Detroit, Mich.; a daughter,
Mrs. Lorette K. Todd of New
York City, N.Y.; her father,
Robert Crawley, Nashville;
three sisters, Mrs. Marie C.
Bright, Inkster, Mich.; and
Mrs. Katheryn C. Adams





Mrs. Janet L. Henson, pub-
licity chairman for the Mem-
phis Alumni chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority announc-
ed that the sorority is planning
its annual May Week activi-
ties.
Beginning with "Breakfast
for Milady, May 2, the sorority
will spotlight LeMoyne-Owen
College and its development
program. Delta Sigma 'Theta
has contributed their entire
scholarship fund along with
other gifts to the building
program.
Other activities in conjunc-
tion with the May Week pro-
gram will be announced later.
MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH EAST
1232.E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
IWHITEHAVEN) 
MIDTOWN
5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
OPEN 2q FPRASY CLOSED SUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.









in heavy syrup 3 Limit
Fruit Cocktail 1gailz.170
Sealed Sweet Fla. 3 Limit
Frozen Conc.













Pride of Illinois country gentleman Country Style Pure Pork
cream style 4 Limit SAUSAG
CORN 17 oz 2/25* 2 lb. bag 950
Riceland Plump tender grain 2 Limit







Sliced Tray Pak lb. 770
GRADE A
cut up 340






With Coupon and 5.00 additional purchase
_
'Prices in the ad effective noon, Mar.24th thru
midnight Tues., Mar. 1 7thi. We reserve the


















Diamond heavy Duty Viva Jumbo Roll
With tnis coupon and 5.00 additional pur-
chase excluding value of coupon merchan-
dise (fresh milk products and tobacco al-
so excluded in compliance with state law).
Cottoon expires noon Tuesday, Mar. 25.
1970. Anti-freeze and Turkey purchase
not included in coupon redemption.
LeMoyne-Owen C o 11 e ge
spring sports program — track,
golf and baseball — is under-
way.
The track and golf team will
be busy this weekend. The
thinclads, coached .by Robert,
Manning, are off to New Or-,
leans to particiapte in the Dil-
lard University Relays, and
tne golf squad, coached by
Justin Reed Sr., hosts Fisk
University at Riverside Park
Both events are scheduled for
Saturday.
The baseball nine, coached
by Robert Grider, will plan
three games in Memphis next
week, going against Harris
Teachers C o !lege. Monday
and Tuesday, and against Tou-
galoo College on Saturday.
The golf t eam will be at
Belmont in Nashville, Friday,
March 27: eahttrkudac qs
gainst Harris
The golf team will be at
Belmont in Nashville, Friday,
March 27; the track squad
will go to Fisk University in
Nashville, April 3, and the
Magician b a s eballers will'
host Belmont April 4.
Chenier, Starch IS
Calif. Dragging
SONOMA, Calif. — (UPI) —
Jerry Ruth of Seattle was
clocked at 215.82 miles per
hour as he won the National
Open drag racing champion-
ship at Sears Point Raceway.
Ruth came from behind to
beat Tom Larkin in the top
fuel eliminator division. Ruth
finished in 7:01, 10 seconds
faster than Larkin.
Mike &lively won the funny
car race, Dick Landy took the
pre-stock class and Dominic
Santucci grabbed the gas divi-
sion.
"MISS BLACK AMERICA" Miss G. 0.
Smith, who has just recently returned from
a successful USO tour of Vietnam • enter-
taining the military, receives a Certificate
of Appreciation from USO. The presentation
was made at USO National Headquarters in
New York by Noble Sissle, a member of
the Board of USO since 1941. Mr. Sissle.
well known orchestra leader and song writ-
er, entertained the troops during World
War II. Moses Dillard and the -Tex-Town
Display" a rock combo from Greenville,
south Carolina, made the trip with t h e
'10autiful and talented singer, G. 0. Smith.
The show was a great hit with all t h e
servicemen at bases throughout Vietnam.
Black Churches
Shy At Mixing
By WILLA MAE RICE
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Are black
members of the Consultation
on Church Union breaking faith
with their white' Christian
brothers as the action toward
maiger of the nine major de-





OVER 400 NEW &
USED CARS IN STOCK
FOR THE BEST DEAL
IN TOWN COME IN
TODAY





Were the three black Me-
thodist bodies, the AMEs, AME
Zions and CMEs not aware that
they were greatly outnumbered
when they joinel the movement
to create a united Protestant
witness? Or, is it a case of
hind-sight or just plain distrust
Rumblings, which erupted
during the recent session of
COCU, held at Sheraton-Jeffer-
son Hotel, St. Louis, Mo., in-
dicate that blacks are fearful.
As a combined unit of three or
four million, representing about
one sixth of the total uniting
church,, blacks took action to
lvouchsafe certain rights unto
themselves.
! The Rev. Othal H. Lakey,
CME pastor from Dallas,
Texas, attacked the implica-
tions of the proposal "that the
I first presiding bishop of the
mammouth body be black".
The fiery spokesman called
the move "an incentive to
keep black churches in the con-
sultation, and voiced his per-
sonal resentment.
As an alternative, the Rev.
Mr. Lakey offered the provision
that the stupilation of race be
eliminated relative to choosing
the first president of the body,
but that whoever is elected this
time his successor will be of
the opposite race.
The amendment, wich was
accepted by the body, also
stipulates that a president
bishop will serve no more than
eight years, which is two
terms.
In a blistering attack, which
drew the applause of the dele-
gates and visitors present, the
Rev. Mr. Blakey charged that
"a black bishop as president,
would be comparable to a side-
The luck of the Scotch.
Joh n tile Wal ker Red
So smooth- \\ orld's hest ctIing Scotch
BoUisd In Scotland. Biondod Notch Whishitiall Proof. Imported trillossiost importers, Ltd., Now York, PLY.
walk superintendent."
He made this claim on the
strength of the fact that no
specific duties had been spell-
ed out by the body, and that
the stated plan did not indicate
that any future president would
be of any other race than
white.
The eloquent spokesman also
mentioned the need to consider
the rights of Indians, Mexican-
Americans and other minority
I groups.
The Rev. Louis S. White,
CME pastor of California, said
that to insist upon the first
president-bishop being black is
"racism in reverse."
Bishop G. Wayman Blakely,
AME, of Philadelphia, who has
been a member of COCU's
Commission on worship for
imany years, stressed the fact
that the plan of union guaran—
tees policy and unity in the
church that no church now
existing offers to black pea,.
ple."
This six white church bodies
involved in the Consultation
on Church Union are: The
Presbyterian, (Southern,) The
United Methodists, United Pres-
byterian Church, U.S.A., The
United Church of Christ, The
Christian Church (Disciples) ,
and the Episcoal Church,
When asked if the amassed
white cong regation could
swallow the black, 'Bishop
Frederick D. Jordan, chair-
man of the AME Delegation,
quipped "It might get lodged
in the throat."
In a more serious note,
Bishop Jordan pointed out pro-
visions in the plan of union
th:t assure black churches and
black officials a voice in the
"Church of Christ Uniting," a
title which was approved by this
ninth ninual nienary session
at St. Louis.
With a sizeable majority
vote, delegates at St. Louis
approved the ten-point plan of
union, a document of .en chap-
ters and four appendices, to
be referred to the various de-





Liquor Store, Large Volumn prime
Suburban Area. Reply Post Office
Box 939. Memphis, Tenn. 38117.
1041 WALKER
Across street from Cummings School.
Large home with 1516 sq. feet. Every-
thing new 3 years ago — New forced
air heating system, new plumbing, re-
wired with new fixtures. New kitchen,
modern cabinet/ with formica tops —
satiniess steel sink, washing machine
conncolions. broken tile floor. Sell Rag.
FHA or 235 Program.
C' Ogan Rester ofc. 458-3373
887 So. Highland res. 363-8248
2499 LaROSE
Neat. clean. 2 bedroom home With
hardwood floors, pull down stairs, side
porch that can be enclosed for extra
bedroom or den 1 block to Bethel
Orove School. Selling for FHA ay-
Pralsal.
'C' Ogan Reator ofc. 458-3373








i 689-91 Beth': 10,950
. 10 rooms, baths, frIwoodIsid
$250 Down
5,21 Birch Street 14,300
6 rooms, I 'bath, frame 5500
Down
233 Charter Street I 1 v30
5 rooms, 1 bath, brick veneer
.1250 Down
884 Decatur R.300
7 rooms, 1 bath, frame/sib 5I5o
Down
2139 Kentucky 10, v30
5 ruoms, 1 bath, asbestos sling.
8250 Down
2444 Kimball 10,950
5 rooms. 1 bath, frame/sib $250
Down
1516 Maplewood 9,150
6 rooms, I bath, frame $230
Down
4382 Wafts 9.750
5 rooms, I bath, asbIshrig $250Down
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
Left was. SIM Loans ~Bahl.
Sea Any Broker
1
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Sports Horizon
RIG ORANGE COUNTRY
KNOXVILLE — In this sec-
tion of the state the people are
definitely oriented to this area
being Big Orange Country. The year,.
University of Tennessee is the';youRNEy
center of activity and in recent
years its athlete teams have
flexed powerful muscles in the
SoUtheastern Conference.
UT wasn't playing last week,
however, the Vols' charissma
was everywhere you looked in
Stokely Athletic Center, the
scene of TSSAA basketball
tournament. Painters were lib-
eral with the orange paint when
they did the interior of the huge
fieklhouse. Sitting in those
orange chairs provided for the
vstng team probably has cause
many opposng coaches to near-
ly blow ther mnds.
Vols Coach Ray Mears, a God
send to the basketball program
at UT, coospiciously had placed
in the lobby of the gym life
size props of current Big
Orange hoopsters. Among them
Bobby Croft who will appear
for Adolph Rupp's East team
in the All-American game
March 25th in Memphis.
UT has blacks on its football
and track squads but Mears
has failed to land anyone for
the basketball Vols. He thought
he had the great Spencer Hay-
wood of Olympic and pro fame.
Mears lost Haywood to Detroit
when the Silver City, Missis-
sippi native couldn't meet en-
trance requirements. When
talking to Mears at the state
all-star game a few years ago
you get the feeling that he think
black athletes categorcally
can't cut the mustard in the
classroom.
I ran across Jack LeFlore
at the finals of last week's
tourney. LeFlore used his in-
fluence to help recruit H a y-
wood. Melrose principal Meivin
Conley had hoped that Lenore,
and old friend of long standing,
could help him celebrate a state
championship. Melrose had woe
iwo straight before Lenore
arrive in town for the finals.
He was a class ring represen-
tative in this area for many
HIGHIAGIITS
Nashirtle Cameron had a
banner year after having to sit
out all of last season because of
a fracas the previous year in
the region tourney with Nash-
ville Stratford. Cameron fans
thought the suspension was too
harsh and one Nashville legi-
slator put a bill on the floor of
the state General Assembly
which would abolish the TSSAA
and put high school athletics
under the supervison of t h e
state board of educaton.
Coach Ronnie Lawson, w h o
was a star on three Pearl
High state winners and a fresh-
man sensation at UCLA in
1961, somehow kept the Panth-
ers in tact methodically hitting
their adversaries where it hurt
the most. Stratford wasn't on
the showdown came in the fin-
Cameron's regular schedule but Proof: 'Moynihan Has Good Hear
als of the region and the Panth-
ers 
j
dumped last year's state' WASHINGTON — Republicaallnquirer and Los Angeles Times,
OUTSTANDING AIRMAN — U. S. Air Force Airman First
Class Charles Richard, ma el Mrs. Rowse L Rickard if
766 Tate, Memphis, has been named "Outstanding Airman"
is his snit at Naha Air Base, Okinawa, and is seen here re-
ceiving a trophy from eintdentified colonel. A security po-
liceman, be is serving with a mit of the Pune Air Farces.
He is a Hiss grailaate of Beaker T. Wallkill= Set Idea.
runner-ups, 77-71 and went on.Senator Barry Goldwater, the,why he thinks Moynihan has
to defeat Nashville North in the '1 a good head "1964 Presidential candidatesub-state. Nashville followers
rated North as the best quintet
in the capital city. North owns
the only win, a regular season
verdict, over Cameron.
"It has been a long hard
fight," the suave Lawson said
with a straight face while hold-
ing the first place trophy in
front of Stokely Athletic Center
following the game. This was
the culmination of great dedi-
cation when you think of the
fact that only the Cameron
seniors could have possibly had
any prior experience. With 6-8
Dave Vaughn, the tourney's
MVP returning, Cameron may
be the second two time winner
since Riverside. This was the
fourth win for an all black
team in five Outings
in TSSAA competition.
African Art Exhibit
Is Presented At MC
By Regina Bennett
The organization for Black
Leadership and Brotherhood
of Christian Brothers College
presented an African Art Ex-
hibit March 8-12 and March
15-16 from 2 to 9 p.m. daily
at the CBC Library. It is
the largest and most authentic
colkction in the Mid-South.
racob Shapiro contributed the
materials for display to the
BLB. Kr. Shapiro has done
extensive travel through West
Africa, and the collection was
formed after three trips to
Africa.
He journeyed to suchplaces
tribes as the Kissi and the
Hausa .
Mr. Shapiro is an educa-
tional consultant with the
State Department for Inter-
national Development. The
collection is quite valuable.
One of the elephant tusk from
Guinea is valued at 6600-
• Adebayo Adedayo, a Nigeri-
an student at CBC, furnished
the African records heard
In the background while view-
ing the display, as well as
some of the materials — a
few dashikis, o ne of which
belonged to a king.
Matthew Boyd, a member
of the BLB, feels that the
organization brought an insight
of African culture to the col-
lege campus and to the corn-
m unity.
James Scales, another viiew-
er, felt that the exhibit was
'•authentic and unique."
Officers of the BLB are Bill
Jackson, president; Earl San-
back and Ed Thompson, vice
'presidents; and Bill Atkins,
SGA representative.
ci?
that the race question be treat-
ed with a 'benign neglect" and
for the latter's controversial
analysis of "what's wrong with
black families."
Goldwater recently told Jack
Nelson and John H. Averill,
newsmen for the Philadelphia
Said the published intertriew,
with Goldwater speaking:
"He's a 'pretty solid guy. .
whom the nation's Negroes
helped defeat by a landslide,
had a lot to say about what he / was itting at the head table
thinks of Patrick Moynihan,1lof an AFL-CIO dinner next to
who has become equally re-- him—they didn't think I'd show
pulsive to blacks by his sug-
gestions to President Nucor 
inup_ but I did-and he was lean-
g back—he'd had a few
drinks—
"And the first thing you
know, his chair went out from
under him and it's a six-foot
drop and he landed right on
his bead on the cement a n d
he just got up and shook his
head end came back up.
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By Act of Congress, Bourbon is now officially
America's native Whiskey—and the man who
started it all was Dr. James Crow.When he
developed the first quality-control distilling
process back in 1835, he elevated American
whiskey-making to a science—and created the
greatest Bourbon of them all: smoother,
mellower Old Crow. Over the years,
Americans have made his Whiskey their
favorite. And why notr After all...
Nothing finer has happened to Bourbon









You can't do as well
anywhere else!
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For a whiter wash!
Kandu Bleach Galion 39c
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Holiday On ke's Silver Edition °Tell Fears,
Air Bombs
Parts 'Steal'Comes To Mid-South Coliseum
The .1970 Silver Anniversary
Edition of Holiday on Ice
eomes to the Mid South Co-
liseuna this year on Tuesday,
March 17 thru Sunday; March
22. There will be eight per-
'ormances with matinees on
iaturday at 2:30 p.m and
in Sunday at 1:00 and 4.30
The Tuesday, Wednes-
day, and Thursday evening
ierformances will be at 7:30
aud the Friday and
iaturday evening perform-
ances will be at 8:00 p.m.
Critics from coast to coast
lave voted this year's Morris
Chalfen produced show the
"inest in the history of the
vorld wide entertainment or-
anization. The 1969-70 United
itates tour, now in the final
,alf of the season has been
ow most successful in Holi-
lay's history, both from an
irtistie and monetary view-
oint. Attendance records
lave been broken in city
ifter eity.
This will be the 24th
11 
that Holiday on Ice has ap-
peared in the Memphis area
and it is this city's own skat-
ing revue. It first appeared
for many years at the audi-
torium but has been at the
Coliseum since it was built.
Twenty-five years ago in
Milwaukee. thirty-five peo-
ple, including skaters, pro-
ducers, and a few technicans
assembled at the State Fair
Coliseum to launch the first
Holiday on Ice. Now, Holiday
on Ice Productions, a subsi-
diary of hiLdison Square Gar-
den Productions, is the largest
producers of skating revues
and live entertainment in the
world. Five huge companies
are scattered all over the
globe entertaining millions of
people each year.
This season there is a com-
pany in the Far East. It
opened in Jakarta. Two are in
Europe and two in the United
States, the National and In-
ternational shows. There
year are more than 500 skaters
THAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET /A 6-5300
orrier•-•,410•0414140.1 0-0-4110.4•41111.48•41.001.11111
• LEARN TO DR.I1/71
•
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under contract, more than
all of the other revues com-
bined.. In addition there is
another 500 people behind
the skaters handling all of
the productions, promotional,
technical and business details
necessary to the staging of
Holiday around the world.
The 1970 edition coming
here will again be heated by
Ronnie Robertson, the world's
top skating performer, he is
backed by a galaxy of skatingl
stars and ice comics. The
skaters include Ray Balmer,
returning after two years of
stardom with a European com-
pany, Tommy Allen, a shining
light among the younger head-
liners. Both were members
of .the United States world
team as amateurs.
The feminine skaters fea-
tured are Marei Langenbem,
the German girl who took the
U. S. by storm during last
year's tour. Alice Quessy,
premiere ballerina of Holiday.
Grete Borgen, the four times
Norwegian amateur champion.
Juanita Percelly, the outstand-
ing young star who never per-
formed as an amateur. She
has been skating as a profes-
sional with Holiday for 15
years, starting at the age of
nine.
Laughter in large quanti-
ties is part and parcel of Ibis
i year's Holiday on Ice. There
I are six comedy sequences in
the Anniversary edition. Paul
Andre and Paul Leech are
seen as "Anthony and Cleo-
patra" and in a take off on
those lovers of chicken "Colo-
nel S a n ders and Minnie
Pearl." "Ole Houn' Dawg"
is paying a return visit. (He's
'John Ladue and Alfredo Men-
doza.)
Pair skating is well taken
case of by four duos. Ray Bal-
mer, who in addition to being
a great soloist is one of the
world's great team skaters and
is paired with both Alice
Quessy and Marei Langenbein.
Tommy Allen skates with his
young wife, Juanita Percelly
and Alfredo Mendoza, the
Mexican skating star is team-
ed with Darolyn Prior.
BEL AIR, Md. — The Beauti-
ful air" of this "merry land",
and in the nation in general,
is being throughly polluted by
FEAR, TERRORISM, and un-
paralleled DISILLUSION and
INSECURITY in the tradi-
tionally observed guarantees
of government, the courts, and
police powers as an aftermath
;of the double slaying and
!repeated bombings following
last week's pre-trial hearings in
the slated 1967 H. Rap Brown
I riot trial.
The echoes of the fatal blasts
which took the lives of two
youthful black Student Na-
tional Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) leaders and the bomb-
ing of the Cambridge, Md.,
courthouse, to which Brown's
counsel had been insisting in
the pre-trial hearing that the
trial be returned, plus a
series of other bombings in
America ncities, related or not
to this and other recent simi-
lar trials in the\ U. S., were
being heard "mina the world."
Black and white civil rights
and political and econonmic
leaders responded causticly
about race-and-class lack of
faith in government and courts
procedures fairness. •
Black responsible political
leaders in both parties talked
of "cold, calculated plots" on
the part of white national
leadership to ignore both t he
plight of the increasingly black r
central cities and civil rights
guarantees.
Defense attorney William
Kunstler, himself out on bail on
a contempt-of-court convic-
tion, had denounced in the,
now postponed we-trial hearing
in the Rap Brown case, the
apparent "frame" of his client
from the moment of the 1967
Cambridge, Md., incident to
the court shifting of the trial
to this small town village,
which is allegedly "so con-
servative that the local movie
theater has long denied seating,
of any males with long hair."I
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, na-i
tional director of the Southern I
Christian Leadership Con-
ference's Operation Bread-
basket, has begun the circula-
ACE OFFERS





On Zenith Console Color TV
Including Parts, Labor and Service Call
Withits,25 miles radius of Memphis city limits.
"rivm valifewit,spectacuar IV
giant-screen 23" compact console
The ADAIR • *MOW
Beautiful Contemporary styfed compact console In grainer
Walnut color. Distinctively designed integral escutcheon
with front mounted color controls featuring exclusive Zenith
Color Commander Control, Built as only Zenith would build RI
Full Zenith handcrafted quality
e Zenith TITAN 80 Handcrafted Chassis combines famous Zenith Handcrafted
dependability with exciting solid-state advances.
• Exclusive Zenith CHROMATIC BRAIN with the first integrated circuit ever
wed to create a color picture. Produces the most natural reds, greens,
and blues.







ALL 5 STORES OPEN DAILY1LM. TO 9 P.M.
appliance company
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makes it easy to compensate
for changing room light
conditions — by letting
you adjust contrast, color
level and brightness, instantly, with one
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YOUNG LEGISLATORS ON MOVE. . .When
the Tennessee Intercollegiate State Legisla-
&tire held its Fourth General Assembly last
week at the Capitol here in Nashville, Ten-
nessee State University had two members:
Senator Van Caldwell of Lexington, Tenn.,
a junior, and Representative Wilma Blanch
of Nashville, A sophomore, politic a I
science majors. The mock legislative as-
tion of petitions in some 30
cities asking that Presidential
political amnesty be invoked
in calling off Rap Brown's
trial and that Brown be freed
and exonerated.
This was being attempted.
even as Atty. Kunstler was
telling a judge at Bel Air that
when t h e Rap Brown trial is
held, he will attempt to sub-
poena Vice President Spiro
Agnew, who was the Governor
of Maryland at the time of the
1967 Cambridge riots, as a
material witness in the case.
Following the Rap Brown
speech, blacks, in outraged
reprisal, burned and pillaged
the elementary school at which
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1143 No. 7th 2453 Park Ave. I
111 658 Missassippi Blvd.
'Good Fri., March 20. Sat., March,
21, Sun., 22. WITH COUPON.
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sembly comprised delegates from respec-
tive schools of higher education in the State,
who elected their own officers and introduc-
ed bills designed to air delegates' opinions
on issues which they consider vital to the
welfare of the State, this forum of "Re-
sponsible Student Expression" was made up













You need only $7,500 co 19,500
cash to own your own business,
WILSON ROBERTS
DONUT KASTLE. INC.






Buy straight from factory
Black and white or Color
50% off Installed-18 mo.
Guarantee; also used T.V.'s
$24.95 up.
Magnolia Manufacturing Co.
269 S. Front Street
Call 526-1901
Vinyl Is Final
. . . period





Ilirg°Wi Solid Vinyl Siding
Manufactured by Mastic Corporation 0•,1 ptRFoRNANct D
fife
Made from B. F. Goodrich :Good Housekeeping*:
GUARAMTEES
14filir OR RERINDIO C'(Do Business With Your Local People!
For the first time, a siding material that meets every beauty and maintenaace-free
requirement of the PERFECT siding. Beautiful by design. T-lok Solid Vinyl Siding
comes in the quiet, tasteful charm of Traditional American clapboard design. Avail-
able in white and a choice of decorator colors.
Check These Features:
IT NEVER NEEDS PAINTING
IT WON'T DENT
IT WON'T MAR, SCAR, SCRATCH, PEEL
IT WON'T ATTRACT LIGHTNING
IT WON'T ABSORB OR RETAIN MOISTURE
INSULATES AGAINST COLD OR HEAT
SOLID COLOR CLEAR THROUGH
STAYS BEAUTIFUL YEAR IN AND YEAR OUT
40 TIMES THICKER THAN
A COAT OF PAINT
EASY CREDIT FINANCING AVAILABLE
NO PAYMENTS Ill SPRINGI








for letting us show you this
all new solid vinyl house
siding.
r MAIL COUPON TODAYeammeasi
FOR FASTER SERVICE
CALL COLLECT U.S. Builders & Supply, Inc.
458-5140
AKA CODE 901
L MONSTRATIONTODAY FOR FREEIMSEND COUPON mummosi
377 Cumberland, Memphis, Tenn.
ney• I.H1.6.t me owe 61.••• tow
ALL NEW SOLID VINYL HOUSE SIDING.
NAME 
ADDRESS  PHONE 
TOWN* STATE 
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